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QUESTIONS, SOURCES 
ANd CONTExTS – dIgITAl 
ARCHIVINg AS A fACIlITATOR IN 
ACQUIRINg NEw INfORmATION 
ANd PROVIdINg SERVICES
Kalevi Niemi

Discussions on the information society and organizations’ information man-
agement cannot bypass the challenges of ensuring the availability, reliabil-
ity and usability of different sources. Digital archiving could be described as 
crossroads where the new and the old meet in an interesting way, meaning 
new technology and the traces of times gone by as documents, pictures and 
sounds. 

Historical research has traditionally focused on sources and their value as 
providing evidence, ie on their critical use. It is, however, obvious that his-
torical sources do not provide researchers with crystal clear truths voluntarily. 
Sources do not speak of their own will, but because researchers have made 
questions that make the sources speak. Nevertheless, the critical use of sources 
does not lose its meaning as the methodological bedrock of historical research, 
as Kalela (2000) points out. He continues by reminding us that this means 
further emphasis on the dependence between the purpose and the contents 
of the source, ie whether the source is really authentic and truly relates to the 
topic under study. 
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Also the expectations relating to open data and making public materials avail-
able to everyone can be seen in the same way. Documents that first seem 
silent and passive could be sources for new innovations and services when seen 
through new eyes. In general, it is important to understand in all archiving 
work that the availability, reliability and usability of different sources do not 
serve the researchers only. 

But, what distinguishes a document from any piece of text? The underlying 
criterion is the information about the context where the document was creat-
ed, with the details of who created the document and when. Especially the era 
of the internet requires that thorough attention is paid to evaluating the reli-
ability of the information and to ensuring the details of its origin. Information 
technology isn’t therefore replacing the work of archivists, although archives 
as concrete rooms and buildings will become less important. Document man-
agement and archives will still be relevant in ensuring that the information is 
correct, usable and well preserved no matter whether the operational environ-
ment is digital or based on paper. (Lybeck et al 2006.) 

In Finland the documents of public administration have already been pro-
duced in electronic form for a quarter of a century, but the major part of 
archiving still takes place in paper form. It is absurd and financially inefficient 
that materials with originally electronic form are printed on paper to be stored 
in an archive, from where it is again taken to be digitized into electronic form. 
This is what the National Audit Office of Finland reports in its recent report. 
The need for change has been recognized, but there are not many operators 
to carry it out. 

The OSA (Open Source Archive) project of Mikkeli University of Applied 
Sciences (Mamk), carried out between 2012 and 2014, has created an open 
source service model for the reception, management and distribution of ar-
chive material. The purpose of this present publication is both to introduce 
the results of this project and to raise new questions and development targets. 
Mamk already has traditions in developing digital archiving, and as Osmo 
Palonen does in his article Winning model built at Mamk: tailored services 
from a common platform, the history of this work can be described through 
three different periods. Palonen, who was involved in the development right 
from the beginning, also introduces how reliable long-term digital preserva-
tion can result in financially profitable business operations. 

The OSA project also involved cooperation with memory organizations, such 
as Elka, Central Archives for Finnish Business Records, whose representative 
Olli Alm explains in his article titled An open source archiving system for 
managing business archives how the current digital archives provide user-
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friendly tools for making searches that do not require the users to know the 
organizations whose archives the information is stored in. The publication 
also includes a seminar paper of Karl-Magnus Drake from the National Ar-
chives of Sweden. 

In his article Chris Awre from the University of Hull sheds light on why and 
how open source and the community are success factors in developing digital 
archives and repositories with Fedora Commons. The article of Mikko Lampi 
and Aki Lassila discusses the importance of easily finding and utilizing the ar-
chived information of memory organizations under the title The harmoniza-
tion of digital contents: benefits and requirements. Liisa Uosukainen presents 
an overview to the OSA application development in her article. After this 
Anssi Jääskeläinen’s article Archival UI − an old relic or modern and novel, 
in turn, considers the changes in the expectations and needs of the archives’ 
customers. This article also pays attention to the viewpoint of the internet 
generation providing a link to the topic of the last article of this publication 
titled Open Source in Education. This is where Matti Juutilainen and Paula 
Siitonen introduce how open source is used in today’s IT education at Mamk 
and how students can be involved in project work and in exploring new tools 
and ways of teaching and learning. 

Explorers do not follow paths that have been carefully designed in advance, 
but on the other hand, a journey without any kind of itinerary includes the 
risk of turning into wandering without a destination. Similarly, according to 
Marc Bloch (2003) the questions made to the sources must be chosen in a 
flexible way, allowing room for surprises while ensuring that the selection of 
the questions works like a magnet that captures the dust created during the 
years and the work of writing and finetuning the documents worth archiving.

_________________________

Kalela, Jorma 2000. Historiantutkimus ja historia. Hanki ja jää -sarja. Gau-
deamus: Helsinki.

Bloch, Marc 2003. Historian puolustus, Edizioni Artemisia, Helsinki (alku-
teos Apologie pour l’histoire, ou Métier d’historien). 

Lybeck, Jari et al 2006. Arkistot yhteiskunnan toimiva muisti. Asiakirjahallin-
non ja arkistotoimen oppikirja. Helsinki: Arkistolaitos.
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A wINNINg mOdEl bUIlT AT 
mAmk: TAIlOREd SERVICES 
fROm A COmmON PlATfORm
Osmo Palonen

There is a paradox built in digital archiving. This was the result of the evalu-
ation I made almost immediately, when I started the last of my three careers 
as a policy maker and ideologist for Mamk’s digital archiving. Earlier I had 
worked as a journalist from 1970 to 1989 and as an industrial automation 
sales and project manager between 1989 and 2003. Since starting at Mamk 
(Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences) I have seen that there are two differ-
ent digital archiving processes and missions inside this field: The first one is 
to ensure that digital information remains original, including the documen-
tation of all the events involved in the preservation process, even when this 
process has been going on, and will be so, for centuries. 

The other one is to make digital information available as widely as possible 
in a format that is the best for the users today. That was the reason why there 
were two different subjects in the OSA (Open Source Archive) project (OSA 
project, 2014) plan made at Mamk in 2011. This article concentrates more on 
the first one, the preservation, as it was my primary interest most of the time 
when working in Mikkeli. Retirement in June 2014 has not changed this, and 
the present article is a part of my continuing interest in this topic.

Due to my background as a historian, this article includes more narration 
than exact numbers compared to the texts by natural scientists that are often 
involved in the projects of digital archiving. Also at Mamk digital archiving 
has been developed in relation to its IT education and activities. In fact, I have 
often questioned the practise that information technology is classified among 
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natural sciences as a field of education. Perhaps this classification only applies 
to the hard core of information technology. 

Accordingly, the management of archive material does not have that close 
connection with history, as is traditionally thought in the field of archiving. 
If archiving policies are about defining what kind of information is preserved 
and how it is made available to the interested users, I find this field closer to 
social sciences. The role of other sciences related to archiving – history includ-
ed – is just to be the users of the information preserved. And, the role of IT is 
just to provide tools for the others. However, understanding history is not a 
disadvantage for specialists in the field of digital archiving. Understanding the 
substance is a must in the development work.

This article aims at capturing the first decade of Mamk’s digital archiving op-
erations as follows: The next chapter briefly introduces the essence of all the 
technological choices made and alternatives tested during this decade. Many 
more service providers, product and version names and technical details could 
be mentioned and stories behind the decisions told, but my discussion con-
centrates on the most relevant technological guidelines that we adopted and 
followed.

After that follows my historical review of developing the digital repository 
and archiving service centre at Mamk. Historians often try to find periods in 
the time frame they are studying. In this case the process of a decade − where 
several projects resulted in a mature and reliable service provider environment 
− could be described as development in three episodes. These three periods 
could be titled in the following way:

1. Development I and test production 2003-2007
2. Service provider and developer 2008-2012
3. Development II and expansion 2012-onwards

Consequently, this is how the historical review proceeds after which I intro-
duce some critical elements for successful long-term and permanent preserva-
tion and aspects to consider when preparing the digital contents to be handed 
over to the next generation. To conclude I discuss further ideas and imple-
mentations of digital archives and the future.

Technological guidelines

When building Mamk’s repository and the services based on it started in 2003 
and 2004 there were no examples to follow in Finland. The decision to pur-
chase an IBM Fast T900 disk system and an IBM 3584 tape library for LTO 
(Linear Tape-Open) tapes with the management system named Tivoli was 
already made before I started working with Mamk. The results of this pur-
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chasing process fit well the policy that started to take shape. When establish-
ing a repository providing services the disk space and tape system are essential 
investments, and in 2003 − as well as today – there were no other options than 
to purchase the components from one or more suppliers.

The main principles Mamk’s digital archive team adopted and documented 
later (Stenius & Sirviö, 2007) were the following:

• The contents are held both on disk and on tape.
• The disk storage has to be based on the one-fail-safe architecture, in-

cluding double controllers.
• The services of all paying customers are provided through clustered 

servers.
• There has to be an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) system large 

enough to keep the current stable and to avoid short breaks in the 
power supply and to give time for the administrators to close the serv-
ices properly.

The policy decisions were not so easy in case of the server operating systems. 
We knew very well that in principle we should prefer open source operating 
systems, but we did not have much experience in building high availability 
servers using Linux. We also had to make decisions in connection with the 
medical sector, as the local hospital district, called ESSHP for short, was the 
first pilot customer for our preservation services. Radiology was widely digi-
tized in Finland at the change of the century, and there were already services 
available for managing radiological pictures called PACS (Picture Archiving 
and Communication System) services. 

We selected a service supplied by Sectra which operated only on either HP-
UX with an Oracle database or on Microsoft Windows Server with a SQL 
Server database. From my previous job with Honeywell industrial automation 
I knew that Windows Server 2000 clusters running on the SQL Server data-
base were stable and easy to maintain also via remote connections, if needed. 
Based on my evaluation also the idea to start using a Unix version which was 
at the end of the life-cycle seemed a bad idea, especially when it meant being 
dependent on only one and expensive hardware supplier. We were also just 
starting the operation and knew that the projects had to be finished; to have 
more than one platform was not a good idea in that situation. One supporting 
factor for our decision to favour Microsoft was license fees. Microsoft licences 
for servers and databases were reasonably priced in 2004 compared to those 
of HP and Oracle.

We established the first repository by using the principles just introduced and 
named it as the Digilab storage. Digilab got its first contents with perma-
nent retention periods within the project called ElkaD, which is introduced 
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in more detail below. This project forced us to consider expanding our basic 
policy with the following further principles:

• The archival contents must be managed with the products of more 
than one software/supplier.

• All contents with permanent or defined preservation periods have to be 
saved onto the archive tapes in two copies.

These policy decisions show that, although every now and then most IT sales-
men have been telling that tape is no longer valid media as a storage, we by-
passed that sales talk and kept going against the tide. In the archival IT some 
material can be space intensive, including digitized film, video and sound for 
example, and the only option is to keep the archival originals on tape. It was, 
and still is, important to understand the different nature of day-to day IT op-
erations where information stored can be changed even within microseconds 
and the archival IT where the originals are permanent. Another relevant point 
was also understood at Mamk: Digital preservation means that the material 
held in the preservation archive is not available to the users. Only copies are 
provided. As a result, we further upgraded our tape policy as follows:

• All archival originals are saved on three tapes: one on WORM (Write 
once read many) tape, and two on LTO tapes.

This was made possible when a new tape library was installed in 2009. We in-
vested in replacing the whole storage system with a one. This new tape library, 
StorageTek SL3000, was also equipped with double mechanical hardware to 
ensure the continuity of the service with high availability. The IBM 3584 was 
left in use, but the supplier’s policy of overpricing the service contract for the 
library made purchasing a new library the only option.

The new replacement disk storage system was EMC Clarion with 50 TB of 
disc space. The transfer from IBM to EMC went well, but it took a couple 
of months to complete it fully. After that the EMC system was for the pres-
ervation of medical data. The historical archiving services, in turn, were still 
using the IBM storage that had been earlier expanded up to 70 TB disk space. 
It’s also worth mentioning that there had already been an arrangement with 
Elka, ie Central Archives for Finnish Business Records, to follow the general 
guidelines for archiving: One LTO copy – for both the medical and histori-
cal data – was stored in Elka’s premises that are located about 2.5 kilometres 
from Mamk.

The next change in the storage system took place in the winter 2014. We first 
thought that the EMC system could be used longer, the supplier’s inability to 
understand the needs of the customer resulted in a complete change of the 
system and the supplier. The new IBM Storwize 7000 disk system with 340 
TB of disk space also maintains the 100 TB of data earlier stored on tapes and 
controlled by using the EMC disk extender (HSM) software. 
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This time also the older and non-IBM systems can be connected to the new 
IBM solution, if needed.  There is also a big improvement in migrating the 
data to the new system, when the new system can transfer the data during the 
normal operation and also read the data from the older system, if it was not 
yet transferred to the new disks. Storwize also provides the option to divide 
the system network by using SAN for the medical data and iSCSI for the 
historical archives. That option gives better security for the daily operations 
in the medical sector and more freedom to develop new archival solutions 
for historical archives. In addition, with this technology the replication of the 
whole system to a remote site or to the use of cooperative partners is much 
easier than earlier.

When the EMC storage system with disc extender was terminated, the Stor-
ageTek tape library got more capacity for normal backup and for archival tape 
production. The supplier’s maintenance fee policy also made it possible for 
us to use an environment that is critical for Mamk’s business purposes longer 
than for the typical five years. Technically tape libraries can be used for 10 to 
15 years. As the first IBM disk storage is still up and running after 11 years 
from the start-up and the manufacturer’s support for the controllers only − 
not needed for the disks – has been reasonable, it looks like the life-cycle of 
such a system is mainly limited by the consumption of the power and space 
needed in the server hall, given that there is a number of spare disk units avail-
able. As a lesson learned from the previous storage systems, the new IBM was 
purchased including seven years maintenance contract in advance. This gave 
us clear understanding of the total cost of ownership for the next seven years.

The first decade of Mamk’s digital archiving 

When starting to review the history of Mamk’s digital archiving, it’s worth 
paying attention to some incidents and developments that played a role in 
starting the operations. First, it could said that the operations were first de-
veloped through projects that were carried out with EU funding (ERDF and 
ESF) based on the decisions of local governmental authorities. These projects 
included, for instance, ElkaD (ElkaD project 2006), Kunda (Kunda project, 
2007) and Aton (Aton project, 2007). Second, two cooperation organisations 
appeared, Elka and ESSHP, who had already understood the need for devel-
oping digital archiving. Also the city of Mikkeli had developed an interest 
in becoming a specialist region in the management and archiving of digital 
information, and Mamk’s management of that time supported the ideas of 
developing such operations.

Mamk had already started to consider, if there would be any need and room 
for the research and development in digital archiving, digitization and digital 
content services during the last years of the previous century. Its IT specialists 
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and administrators started travel the world − Australia, the UK and Norway, 
for example − to find out what kind of ongoing activities there were and to 
bring the ideas back to Mikkeli. Mamk’s representatives also visited The Na-
tional Archives of Finland that, however, was not interested in cooperation at 
that time.

Even though these experiences did not produce that many direct results, a 
couple of projects started at Mamk with the help of EU funding. The first 
steps involved the Digilab project where a digitalization laboratory and a dig-
ital media environment was established as the first digital archive between 
2001 and 2004. Also experts were hired, and in 2003 there were very few 
who could honestly define themselves as the experts in digital archiving, and I 
got the job. One of my references was that I tried to purchase a same kind of 
digital archive for my newspaper as was installed by the magazine Satakunnan 
Kansa already in the mid-1980s. I didn’t get the money for the investment 
from my managing director, but this showed that I understood why archived 
information could provide fast and exact information basis for articles, and 
therefore, also mistakes could be avoided.

The idea to have a laboratory for development and research with no security 
of continuous funding was one reason why the development projects eventu-
ally resulted in services for paying customers. My 14 years of experience in 
the automation business had some influence on the situation, and the three 
terabytes of disk space was straightaway doubled in the hope of paying cus-
tomers. When leaving Mamk the repository had over 300 terabytes of disk 
space. Supported by the funding from the regional authorities we also made 
other purchases: software, an LTO tape library, a digitization studio for sound 
and moving image as well as some special scanners for paper and microfilm 
digitization. Most of these investments have been in use ever since, some had 
a shorter life-cycle as technologies have developed and been replaced by new 
ones.

Development and test production 2003-2007

It could be said that medical data made it all possible, as not long after the 
start of the Digilab storage in December 2003, the developments with medi-
cal data started. The first customer service contract was made in April 2004 
with ESSHP, Etelä-Savo Hospital District, for a one-year test period to pro-
vide PACS service and storage for radiological pictures as an outsourced ASP 
(Application Service Provider) solution. It meant that the storage and server 
environment had to meet the requirements typical of the medical sector. 
When this test period was extended, the operation model continued and it 
received wider use, it provided Mamk with a key for developing the archiving 
services and digital preservation. We started with a development project, but 
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since then all the extensions and renewals of the storage systems have been 
made with the help of the medical solutions and to meet their needs.

In addition to working with ESSHP another starting point was in the mam-
mography screening in cooperation with Terveystutkimus Oy. Mammogra-
phies are one of the most data intensive radiology exams and the standard IT 
solutions were not able to provide the service requested. Mamk’s advantages 
as a service provider involved the flexibility of small operations and that it 
already had gained reputation as a reliable vendor. Through our experiences 
of migrating historical archives we, for example, already knew that DICOM-
based exams and pictures, used widely as de Facto standard in the medical 
field, would not need mass migration. When DICOM is used, there will be 
applications and suppliers to convert the DICOMs to a new format, if needed.

However, cooperation with the medical sector was just one part of Mamk’s ar-
chiving services, and these medical services were separated from the historical 
archive services into a subsidiary already two years later, when Disec Oy was 
established in the summer 2006. It took over all customers of the medical sec-
tor, and the transfer was complete in the beginning of 2007. The ASP services 
− called today SaaS − started to grow remarkably and projects that had started 
out as tests were replaced by standard service contracts with the customers.

Other projects through which Mamk’s digital archiving and services were first 
developed included ElkaD, Kunda and Aton, all funded by ESF, the Finnish 
Ministry of Education and the regional and local authorities together with 
Mamk. The ElkaD software developed in the ElkaD project was our first 
archive application for sound and digital video based on the RDF modelling. 
The project studied the basis and relating policies for the metadata model and 
preservation formats. The metadata model was based on the Dublin Core,and 
national standards and was called ElkaDCore. This model has been extended 
in the later developments, but the basis is still there. Also preservation for-
mats were defined for sound and video: Broadcast Wave 24 bit 48 kHz and 
MPEG-2 in 25 and 50 Bit/s in an AVI container. There were only recom-
mendations to follow when these were chosen in 2004, but the decisions still 
seem to be proper ones. 

In the Kunda project PDF/A was adopted when it was available instead of 
PDF. The purpose of Kunda was to develop an archive service for munici-
palities in cooperation with Pieksänmaa municipality. For several reasons, not 
connected to service and software, it did not result in a commercial product. 
One of the main tasks of the Aton project was to document and evaluate the 
results of the development so far. Separate documentation was needed, when 
all development and test production was carried out in projects, and therefore 
the operations had not been monitored continuously. This documentation 
was made internally (Stenius & Sirviö, 2007), but there was also an external 
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Nordic evaluation by the University of Luleå. (Quisbert, 2007). The results of 
the latter were presented internationally (Quisbert, 2008, pp.184-189), and 
the evaluation and the seminar article were parts of the doctoral thesis of Dr. 
Hugo Quisbert (2008b). In addition, the Aton resulted in a plan for the mod-
el of Dark Archive (deep archive) to be used in joint operations. This plan was 
not implemented, but it gave a solid idea for the new, future developments. 

Within these projects we also tested digital signatures, smart cards and server 
verification software for the verification of digital contents. Eventually we 
solved such challenges by using Profium SIR (later Profium Sence) as an ac-
tive archival material provider and IBM Tivoli Storage Manager to control 
the contents on tape. Further developments of that time based on what we 
had learned: IT specialists could very well write definitions for archive soft-
ware, but because they did not have archive expertise the products did not 
work for long-term preservation, only for storages of active use. We learnt that 
there had to be good knowledge of archives management, not only IT skills, 
when designing archiving solutions. In addition, we observed that there was 
an enormous need for education in the field, and we started to arrange educa-
tion for national needs.

Service provider and developer 2008-2012

During the second period in developing Mamk’s digital archiving and serv-
ices the operations started to be established and they could be expanded. The 
model of the common infrastructure between the archival services and Disec 
Oy was proved successful, and I presented this model in the European confer-
ence in digital archiving ECA in Geneva. During these years Disec Oy was 
growing with the turnover of close to EUR 600 000 in 2008, and with the 
number of 415 000 radiological exams. The turnover amounted to over 1 mil-
lion in 2012 and the number of new exams close to 600 000 per year. Com-
pared to other organizations providing PACS services, including the public 
sector, Disec Oy reached the status of the second biggest in Finland.

When moving on to the archiving services there were a couple of new custom-
ers, such as three of the four biggest cities, ie Espoo, Tampere and Turku that 
continued their archiving operations according to practices developed in the 
Kunda project. Mamk digitized their sound and moving image archives and 
provided the archive management software and repository as a service called 
Yksa, our second generation archival data management software. During this 
period the preservation of moving images was modified based on the model 
built in the Library of Congress of the United States. Since then it has been 
MXF/Motion JPEG2000 (lossless). 
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There was only one bigger project during this period: From 2008 to 2011 the 
Viva3 project (Viva3 project, 2011) developed the digitization of 3D objects 
in relation to the famous Astuvansalmi rock paintings as well as applications 
to present sights in the 3D format. The project studied also the preservation 
of 3D contents, but there was not a clear solution available. The project also 
explored moving image archiving and the MJPEG2000 was found to be the 
primary method.

During these years we made some developments to have better control of the 
contents than Tivoli had provided. This is why, when the OSA project was 
planned in 2011, we already had a clear idea about the Dark Archive, we had 
started to study as early as in 2005 to 2007 within the Aton project. Through 
Aton we knew that we did not have the resources to develop our own archival 
management software, and on the other hand, we liked the idea to join a com-
munity that had already developed the software. DAITSS (http://daitss.fcla.
edu/) was found as a possible candidate. It is preservation software developed 
by the Florida Center for Library Automation and available through a GPLv3 
license. In principle, DAITSS should have been the solution, but as always 
difficulties would appear when trying to transfer technology from a different 
part of the world. In this case adopting DAITSS would have required time to 
learn the technology used to guarantee deeper understanding.  

Development II and expansion 2012- onwards

The idea to develop open source solutions to the historical archives was all 
the time in the consideration. The Open Source Archive (OSA) project was 
planned in late 2011 and early 2012. The project started in May 2012 with 
two primary goals: to develop a new Open source platform for archival solu-
tions and test the Dark Archive solutions developed in the community. The 
results of OSA are reported in this publication by the other writers.

In 2012 the archiving service started operating under the name Darcmedia, 
and the operations expanded. There were two archives Toimihenkilöarkisto 
(The Archives of Salaried Employees) and Työväen Arkisto (Labour Archives) 
that deployed Yksa’s third version configuration of the archival content man-
agement software. This service got new customers when the City Archives of 
the Finnish capital Helsinki and the second biggest Espoo started to use it. 
In these cases there is not much digital contents in the archive, but by using 
the same Yksa application the users can manage the analogue material stored 
on a traditional archive shelf and to provide the information for the research 
and public in the Internet. At the moment Mamk’s Darcmedia is a leading 
software service supplier for Finnish archives. It also maintains unique and 
large digital contents in the repository where the dark archive is still based on 
tapes controlled by IBM Tivoli.
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As this historical review has reached the present day, it’s time to move on to 
consider further what the first decade of operations has taught us, and what 
the future looks like. The next sections, therefore, introduce certain topics 
that I find key elements of permanent preservation. These include the number 
of copies and standards, for example. In addition, the last part of the article 
discusses points to remember and to pay attention to when developing digital 
archiving and related services.

Elements of permanent preservation

The ideas for preserving digital contents has changed during the 11 years of 
digital archiving I was working with Mamk. The biggest change might be 
in the solutions to maintain the integrity and authenticity of data. The first 
wave in terms of these involved using digital signatures, and lot of hopes that 
the copies now only on tape could be written onto other media that could 
not be altered, CD or DVD for example. However, when technology has 
evolved, and the costs of tapes have decreased, these are no longer challenges 
in the same way. With LTO-4 tapes’ capacity of 800 gigabytes, not to mention 
LTO-6 with 2.5 terabytes per tape, it’s no longer an issue to store several cop-
ies on different tapes in two different sites. Taking many copies also helped to 
discard digital signatures as checking the integrity and authenticity could be 
achieved through simple checksums. For example, the Tivoli software used by 
Mamk also checked all the files on tape when the tape was taken into a drive. 

Moreover, new communication technologies and new storage features also 
provide security. If the archive needs to be available during major commu-
nication interruptions, too, a complete system or its part can be replicated 
to a cooperation partner located far enough. However the customers are not 
often willing to pay the extra cost created by this on line replication. Instead 
in a Dark Archive this can be done with less complexity, when the time for 
providing new copies is not relevant. The data between these two independent 
operations can be transferred by a separate transfer process even by sending 
the information in an off line package.

Using standards is a further tool to ensure the preservation of contents. The 
OAIS reference model has been widely used in the archives, although the 
model is so general that nearly everyone can agree on it. In the case of Mamk 
the main principles of the model are followed except for the idea to create a 
distribution copy of the archiving package for every request. Instead, the dis-
tribution copies are continuously available for the users and updated based on 
the change of technology. In the original environment (NASA) where OAIS 
was designed the data was completely different from the one stored in typical 
archives. 
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In 2004-2005 when the first decisions concerning the preservation formats 
were made at Mamk, there were not many examples to follow. PDF was seen 
as unchangeable format for standard documents, scanned or converted from 
the digital originals. During the conference trips we became more familiar 
with the PDF/A, and it was deployed as soon as the tools were available. From 
our point of view TIFF was never a preferred format, while when published, 
it is still under the control of Adobe, and the uncompressed files are large. The 
problem with lossless compressed JPEG 2000 has been the slow increase in 
its popularity. 

Currently this kind of standard decisions are easier than earlier, as organisa-
tions can just select the ones they need and prefer to use from the national 
portfolio of preservation and ingest formats. I was a member of a working 
group as Mamk’s representative within the KDK (National Digital Library) 
project and was able to have some influence on these formats. Regardless of 
the word “national”, this project did not invent a wheel: The basis was taken 
from Canada, and a big part of the standards have been developed in the USA. 
In standardization it is important to create the international contacts, because 
there is no need for national standards, when the problems are equivalent.

When turning to aspects that relate to organisations and resources, Mamk’s 
archiving service was evaluated in the end of 2007, as introduced above. This 
work applied parts from two evaluation tools called Trac and Drambora. It is 
important to record and evaluate the processes the same way as in quality work 
against the ISO standards and review the processes regularly. Another impor-
tant evaluation target is how organizations support repository operations and 
how committed the owners and administrators are to provide resources. Still, 
it the most important for operations such as Disec Oy and Darcmedia archiv-
ing services to be able to finance their own operations: to have customers and 
partners who value the service worth the fee they pay for it.

Even though trusted repositories are also evaluated in terms enough resources, 
too big personnel costs will be more precarious. A much more financially 
stable situation can be created by common infrastructure like in Mamk’s case 
where the storage is shared and the maintenance is based on cooperation. It is 
important that the personnel is trained to manage a wider selection of tasks. 
Creating too expensive organizations is often typical in the public sector, and 
in the end, the costs will be paid by the customers and users.

When considering the two sides of the digital archiving − the daily archiv-
ing management software and the long-term preservation − it is much easier 
to get the former to cover the costs and make small profit than to make the 
latter self-supporting as a separate line of business. To keep the contents in a 
dark archive is not very expensive, if there are not many – if any – dedicated 
persons for this operation, and the software is primarily bases on open source. 
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Based on our latest experience a simple data migration between the media, for 
example, will not cause major costs when changing the storage. However, the 
price of the full migration of the contents from one format to another can cre-
ate unknown costs, when the processes have to be carefully designed and the 
results tested. That is why it is important to find formats that can last longer 
than the traditional office formats do. For instance, the promise for PDF/A 
is 30 years. In that case migration should be done only once in an employee’s 
career in the best case. And again in migration, it is wise to find out what the 
others are doings and to cooperate. The same processes can be used in various 
repositories and the inconvenience of proper testing can be shared.

When I started to work for Mamk eleven years ago, there were many archi-
vists who said that digital archiving would not be possible. Today this kind of 
comments have disappeared, but that does not mean that the public adminis-
tration and civil society have completely adopted the idea of digital contents 
as permanent compared to contents printed or exposed on paper. For me 
digital archiving has always been an opportunity. Its first benefit bases on the 
format and archiving services. Instead of travelling and sitting in the reading 
rooms the interested scholars or ordinary enthusiasts can use the archived 
material in their own office or at home, provided that the material can be 
found, of course.

The other advantage is more professional: Instead of building and maintaining 
huge special buildings where papers can be preserved for centuries and longer 
with the help of air conditioning, electricity, heating and cooling, the material 
can be preserved in not so huge server rooms ensuring that the contents will 
be preserved by distributing the information nationally and internationally. 
During my first international conference I met a colleague from Australia, 
and we agreed on the idea that sharing our material in down under Australia 
and on the most stable bedrock of Europe, in Finland, would be a good idea. 
When also incorporating the Canadian Shield (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Canadian_Shield), the international network of preservation could be ready.

The sceptics against digital archiving can be very well understood due to un-
successful stories such as Vapa, Valda, Kanta and ERA (electronic records 
archive in the USA) and so on. If it took ten years and EUR 400 million 
to build a central archive for the national medical records with most of the 
contents text-based information within a XML structure, how could ordinary 
citizens think about affording a digital archive for their own records, photo-
graphs, digital videos, diplomas and certificates? 

Should the development of digital archiving always be like that? And the an-
swer is “No”. The option − when compared to these miserable stories − is to 
be clever and flexible, to use international norms and to avoid major software 
developers and complicated processes. Don’t do anything alone, because there 
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are always others who have the same problem. Working together it is possible 
to reduce the costs and to support each other. The national archives of the 
USA learned from their ERA project not to undertake that kind of huge over-
all project where the leadership of the project is on the supplier’s side, while 
the customer cannot manage the mammoth. It is better to be agile, outsource 
the development work to those who really understand exactly that part: eat 
the elephant piece by piece and have the responsibility in your own hands. 
(Phillips 2012.) Also another major content holder in the USA, the Library of 
Congress, shares the same kind of ideas (Brunton & Zwaard, 2013).

Keeping it simple

Going again back to the start of my archiving career, one of my mentors was 
Matti Lakio, the director of Elka at that time. Matti often argued that “it is 
not the records the archive is preserving – it is the information the users are 
looking for”. When this is the case, do we really need the information di-
vided in printed pages and preserved as PDF/A files or could it be enough to 
have the information including the metadata? By using metadata the connec-
tion between the information and the record that existed can be confirmed. I 
know how the text looks like when printed in Arial or in Times New Roman, 
and I also know that there are contracts and declarations of independence 
that have to be preserved in their original form. Still, I’m not so sure, if all 
the texts I have written would be needed in fuller forms than in sequence 
of characters. A few weeks ago I made a calculation to find out how much 
text-based information on the average A4 pages could be written onto two 4 
terabyte disks. I had just purchased the disks for my home server and ended 
up with characters worth of 12.8 billion A4s. The economical solution to save 
characters instead of pictures of A4s has another benefit: the compatibility 
with the sacred Open Data. 

My calculation example covered simple text only. Of course, I know that an 
art books need to be preserved digitally, so that the look and the feel of the 
book are preserved. We also like to hear from sound recordings how the city 
council of Tampere argued about various developments. Even when the auto-
matic transcription would be better for searching purposes, it never brings the 
tone and real conversation live again. However, at the moment most of the 
archived material is simple text.

I just read that preserving 200 gigabytes in the VAPA archive of the National 
Archives of Finland costs EUR 400 000 per year (Ollakka & al, 2014). Mamk 
proposed the National Archives cooperation, when this ingest and service sys-
tem VAPA was planned. We knew for sure that the small amounts of data 
available in the first years of this kind of system could have been stored much 
cheaply in our existing repository and managed by software using the SaaS 
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principle. We never thought to gain EUR 400 000 per year, more likely 40 
000. It could be further commented that VAPA is an archival service applica-
tion for the ingest and distribution of born digital material with permanent 
preservation only. In other words, even the starting point was wrong, when 
no material with a retention period of 50 years for example, was not accepted 
in the system.

Digital preservation is a complicated task, if considered so. Separating the 
preservation and archive services is one way to keep it simple. The DAITSS 
system of the Florida universities is one example of building a system just for 
the preservation. The Mamk model that uses just tapes based on published 
technology and commercial management software of a well-known vendor is 
another example. The target we set for the OSA project was to start forming 
a consortium for building an open source alternative for commercial tape 
management software. This target was not reached. However, there are at least 
two open source backup software for tapes, but the tape file system LTFS 
published only a few years ago still seems the most promising. And, I would 
not be surprised if there would be already plans to use Fedora (Flexible Exten-
sible Digital Object Repository Architecture) Commons (as the front end of 
LTFS. If not, Mamk needs to put some effort in it. One of the biggest threats 
in using proprietary software like Tivoli is the imperative role of the system 
database in identifying where on tape the contents are.

Even though this article has concentrated on the preservation issues, some 
comments must be made on the other side of digital archiving coin, too. The 
idea of OSA and its predecessors has been that the customers would be us-
ing common resources, servers and instances. By paying extra customers have 
got an instance of their own, but Mamk’s policy has been to support a com-
mon hardware and software platform, if the capacity will not be a problem. 
The other policy has been to build applications which are used by both the 
archivists and the customers of the archives and which provide access to both 
the digital objects and the papers and photographs stored in the traditional 
archive vaults. Furthermore, different archives, archivists and customers using 
either public contents or contents with limited usage have been separated by 
the user rights and roles and the logical structure of the archive. The access in-
formation is stored in the metadata of the contents. There is no need to build 
different applications for different users or contents. One size fits all when the 
outlook can be tailored for every customer and need.

One reason why the OSA project was established was the known risk of vari-
able costs and disappearing elements of commercial software. In the OSA 
project this goal will be reached by using proven components and the ag-
ile development method. The earlier systems developed in Mamk have used 
some portions of commercial software, although Yksa 3 is just running on a 
commercial operating system and uses commercial database. During the past 
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decade the policy to minimise the platform costs between all customers by 
using a common platform and common storage resources for many different 
types of data has been very successful. It has made it possible to provide even 
small archives with professional archive application services by using the SaaS 
model with a reasonable price tag. The only major change I can see in the 
future is expanding the customer base in Mikkeli and in finding new users for 
this model abroad.

The previous sections have described with an example how to establish dig-
ital preservation services in a research and development environment. Mamk 
and its owners have given exceptional support and had interest in making 
this process possible. The challenge for the current organization and the next 
generation is to keep this development and service alive. The stakeholders’ 
continuous interest and the operations of the spin-off company Disec Oy are 
still the key factors in ensuring the progress in the development.

This is where I rely on Mamk’s directors and employees and the representa-
tives of the city of Mikkeli. Compared to the activities carried out elsewhere 
with big money and with not so many results, we can be proud of our devel-
opment in providing these services. A further important development in this 
field within Mamk involves the educational programmes that concentrate on 
digital archiving and content management. Their history was not included 
in this article, and should be recorded by others. To conclude the long-term 
preservation of digital information is a task where every generation can just 
do their best in saving the digital marks of life and the civil society to those 
interested in their history or in utilizing the old material within new develop-
ments in the future. This can be called archiving.
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TwO APPROACHES TO dIgITAl 
lONg-TERm STORAgE ANd 
PRESERVATION AT THE 
NATIONAl ARCHIVES Of 
SwEdEN (NAS) ANd THE 
CHAllENgE Of fIlE fORmAT 
STANdARdS
Karl-Magnus Drake

1. Introduction

The National Archives of Sweden (NAS) have received transfers of digital 
records from various state and regional agencies ever since the 1970s. In the 
1980s we didn’t have any of our own equipment, we used service firms and 
the transfer control was made from data printouts and paper metadata. How-
ever, from the 1990s onwards we have been able to use more resources to 
develop our electronic archives management and to set up digital repositories 
to store and preserve digital deliveries from state and regional agencies as well 
as digitized archival collections of own production. 

This paper will first present some digital production lines used when NAS is 
or has been running various scanning projects during the last two decades. 
These digitization activities within NAS have been generating a vast amount 
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of digital objects and metadata now stored and preserved in our digital reposi-
tories. NAS’ current OAIS compliant long-term digital storage and preserva-
tion system and its components will then be outlined as the first approach 
[1], [2].

Thereafter, a more holistic approach to microfilm-based digital storage and 
preservation, based on the results from two European research projects (Ar-
chivator, Milos) and one Norwegian research project (Astor), will be presented. 
The key component in the presented holistic approach to microfilm-based 
digital storage and preservation is Archivator. It is a technical solution for se-
cure, migration-free long-term storage and preservation of digital data on mi-
crofilm. It consists of equipment and processes needed for writing onto and 
retrieving digital data from microfilm. During the development the need for 
a truly holistic solution for digital storage and preservation was recognised. 
Subsequently, EU’s Eurostars program and the National Funding Bodies in 
Norway, Sweden, Germany, Great Britain and Switzerland (not involved any 
more) and Norwegian Research Council set up the Milos and Astor project, 
respectively.

NAS have exclusively been selected as a strategic partner for the Milos Consor-
tium, because NAS have already gained good knowledge of and broad experi-
ences in both film recording and film scanning technology when running the 
internal so called MECOM project [3]. This now finalized project dealt with 
image quality evaluation of digitized and born-digital still images recorded 
on black/white and color microfilm as well as the cost analysis for long-term 
storage and preservation of these images on microfilm.

The outcome is a turn-key solution standing on the three legs of Archiva-
tor, Milos and Astor designed specifically for long-term digital storage and 
preservation requirements. This solution includes all hardware and software 
components of the Archivator system, but also film processing machines, a 
physical storage solution and storage medium (i.e. persistant and high-density 
microfilm) to cover a full workflow. NAS have successfully tested the Archiva-
tor workflow on various digital data objects in an OAIS context. 

One of the main challenges for NAS’ existing as well as the novel microfilm-
based Archivator storage and preservation system are by no doubt file format 
standards, which will be discussed at the end of this paper.

2. Digital chains for digitizing archival objects

Digital objects generated from five exiting, so called Digital chains are the 
main digital content currently deposited in NAS’ digital repositories.
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The five Digital chains at NAS mainly originate from the following digitiza-
tion projects or activities:

• The FOSAM project: scanning the documents of church records at 
NAS (younger than 1860), MKC

• The DAF-Access project (scanning highly requested documents at 
NAS and further processing at MKC or SVAR)

• Ongoing microfilm scanning of various (old) microfilm collections of 
NAS, SVAR

• The GSU I project started in 2007 (microfilm scanning of Swedish 
church books older than 1860 by  FamilySearch in Salt Lake City, USA 
and then delivery to SVAR)

• The GSU II project started in 2011 (microfilm scanning of Swedish 
judicial records by FamilySearch in Salt Lake City, USA and then de-
livery to SVAR)

PICTURE 1. The digital chain for scanning church books at mkC within the fOSAm pro-
ject. After more than ten years of digital production of the documents of church records 
generated between 1860-1991 the fOSAm project is now finalized. due to legal personal 
integrity reasons these digital church books are continuously realeased and web-accessed 
for the public.
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3. Digital repository content and quantities

As can be seen below, the main quantities in NAS’ current digital repositories 
emanate from scanning the paper documents of church records and micro-
film reproductions (i.e. the FOSAM and GSU I projects).

• Born-digital files from agencies: 3 TB
• Audio-video files and multimedia: approximately 100 TB
• Digitized volumes (one AIP per volume): 320000
• Digitized images in the TIFF format (mainly from church books): 

1400 TB
• Images total (mainly from church books): 121 million
• Images published on the web/Internet: 63 million
• DJVU files (web-presentation files extracted from TIFF files of church 

books): 18 TB
• Total storage: 2300 TB in a modern HSM-system based on LTO tapes 

and 140 TB in an older HSM system (obsolete magnetic tapes) 

4. Current long-term digital storage and 
 preservation systems

The management of all the above mentioned digital content in NAS’ existing 
digital repositories follows in general an OAIS compliant Long-Term Digital 
Storage and Preservation (LTDSP) workflow (including the receiving, ingest-
ing, archival storing, data management and accessing processes). These gen-
eral processes presented below have now been more or less implemented and 
merged together as various modules in a technical platform called RADAR 
at NAS.  Due to technical evolution and other external factors we expect that 
further development of RADAR will continue in the future. 

Before outlining NAS’ current LTDSP system (daily called the electronic 
archive) the general functions and main requirements of the existing OAIS 
model and a summary of the formal metadata standards and schemes adopted 
by NAS are presented.

4.1. The OAIS model – the functions and main requirements

In Picture 2 the basic functions in the OAIS model are delineated [4]. The 
SIP, AIP and DIP refer to Submission, Archival and Dissemination Informa-
tion Package normally containing the data to be archived together with all 
relevant metadata. 
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The main OAIS requirements for electronic archives:

- Negotiate for and accept appropriate information from information Pro-
ducers.

- Obtain sufficient control of the information provided to the level needed 
to ensure Long-Term Digital Preservation.

- Determine, either by itself or in conjunction with other parties, which 
communities   should become the Designated Community and, therefore, 
should be able to understand the information provided.

- Ensure that the information to be preserved is Independently Understand-
able to the Designated Community.

- Follow documented policies and procedures which ensure that the infor-
mation is preserved against all reasonable contingencies, and which enable 
the information to be disseminated as authenticated copies of the original, 
or as traceable to the original.

4.2. Adopted archival standards and metadata schemes 

General archival standards adopted by NAS
• ISAD(G) General International Standard Archival Description and 

ISAAR(CPF) International Standard Archival Authority Record for Cor-
porate Bodies, Persons and Families

 - NAS’ Archival information system ARKIS is modelled after these  
 standards.

• EAD - Encoded Archival Description [5] and EAC-CPF - Encoded Archi-
val Context - Corporate bodies, Persons, Families [6]

 - Used as exchange formats for archival description information at NAS   
 - Supported by several commercial archival information systems
 - Import and export functions in ARKIS
 - Currently a new Swedish EAD and EAC-CPF specification is being  

 developed.

PICTURE 2. basic functions in the OAIS model
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• OAIS (see above)
 - Widely adopted in Sweden not only by NAS
 - Several commercial E-Archive system claim to be OAIS compliant

Use of METS at NAS (METS (2004) - Metadata Encoding & Transmission 
Standard [7] - Structure for encoding descriptive, administrative, and struc-
tural metadata - DLF/LOC.

• Currently METS is used by NAS to describe a SIP or an AIP.
• Extension schemes in use are ADDML and PREMIS/MIX.
• The current METS profile was developed in May 2010. See profile and 

description at http://xml.ra.se/METS/
• The METS profile is also used by the National Library of Sweden.
• A similar METS profile is currently being adopted by the National 

Archives of Norway.

Use of PREMIS at NAS (PREMIS (2005) - Preservation Metadata [8] - A 
data dictionary and supporting XML scheme for core Preservation metadata 
needed to support the long-term preservation of digital materials  - OCLC/
LOC
PREMIS metadata is created by KRAM, the NAS’ application for control 
and ingest of information received from agencies.

• PREMIS and MIX metadata is created for scanned images.
• PREMIS: OBJECT is used for technical metadata and PREMIS: 

EVENTS for preservation events (for example checksum control).
• PREMIS metadata is embedded in METS by the Swedish Archival 

storage system ESSArch.
• Metadata derived from PREMIS is also stored in the archival informa-

tion system ARKIS.

Use of MIX at NAS (MIX (2006) - NISO Metadata for Images in XML [9] 
– An XML scheme for encoding technical data elements required managing 
digital image collections - NSI/NISO.
NAS use MIX as metadata format for scanned images in the TIFF format.

• MIX metadata is created by extracting information from the TIFF 
headers in the scanned images. This is done by the TIFFEdit applica-
tion developed for NAS.

• MIX-metadata is embedded in METS and PREMIS by the Swedish 
Archival Storage system ESSArch when AIPs containing scanned im-
ages are ingested

Use of ADDML at NAS (ADDML (2001, 2009) - Archival Data Descrip-
tion Markup Language developed by the National Archives of Norway
Metadata in the ADDML format [10] is created by the Swedish applications 
KRAM and RALF for the control and ingest of born-digital information from 
state agencies
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• ADDML metadata is embedded in METS by the Swedish Archival 
Storage system ESSArch.

• Metadata derived from ADDML is also imported and stored in 
ARKIS.

• SIPs with METS and embedded ADDML will be delivered to NAS by 
Statistics Sweden.

4.3. The rADAr platform

The RADAR solution for the electronic archives of NAS mainly consists of 
the following modules and specifications (Picture 3):

• A general package model (SIP, AIP, DIP) originating from the OAIS 
model

• Use of general (often XML based) metadata standards such as METS 
and PREMIS 

• Use of specific metadata standards for different types of systems, for 
example, the ADDML standard for databases 

• A self-developed system for transfer control and conversion: KRAM
• A free downloadable self-testing tool of SIPs: RALF
• An open source archival storage system ESSArch: full integration with 

our general Archival Information System, ARKIS, work processes. 

PICTURE 3. The RAdAR platform for digital long-time preservation and archival storage 
at NAS
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The main idea behind the RADAR solution is a general and common pack-
age structure which has different options concerning the content. The con-
tent options are dependent on the source system and are called transfer types, 
which each have its individual specification.

The Ingest processes in the RADAR system at NAS related to the conceptual 
OAIS model and the adopted archival standards and metadata schemes are 
presented in Picture 4.

 

 
 

PICTURE 4. The Ingest processes in the RAdAR system at NAS related to the conceptual 
OAIS model

4.4. The main characteristics of NAS’ Archival Storage System  
 (ESSArch)

As mentioned above, EESArch is the archival storage module in our long-
term digital preservation solution. It manages the packaging, storage and re-
trieval of the AIPs. Software tools for checksum calculation are used both for 
the packages and the contained metadata and data files. There is logging of the 
events taking place. The packages are in the TAR format and may be stored on 
different media, normally on disk and tape, at present LTO.

• ESSArch is a back end system for digital archival storage.
• Storage and retrieval of AIPs. 
• Storage of AIPs in several bitwise identical copies
• AIPs (containg data files and metadata in the METS/PREMIS format) 

are stored in the TAR format.
• No vendor specific backup format
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• Reading and writing checksums for packages and fi les
• Event log and access control
• Local MySQL database using the PREMIS 2.0. data model
• Automatic updates to the Archival Information system ARKIS
• ESSArch is an open source system based on Linux, Apache, MySQL 

and Python
• ESSArch (version 2.1.0) is available at SourceForge (http://source-

forge.net/projects/essarch/)
• Used by the National Archives in Sweden and Norway

In Picture 5 below the digital archival storage architecture at NAS (ESSArch) 
has been outlined.

PICTURE 5. The digital storage architecture at NAS (ESSArch) 
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5. A holistic approach to microfi lm-based digital  
 storage and preservation

5.1.  The Archivator Project

An industrial consortium, working together in a project called Archivator 
(now fi nished), was set up in mid-2009 with the aim of developing a reliable, 
secure, cost-eff ective and long-term digital archive solution using photosensi-
tive polyester fi lm (i.e. microfi lm) as storage medium [11], [12]. 

Film in general is a well-established and stable storage medium that remains 
unchanged for centuries in optimal conservation conditions. Th e Archivator 
project has resulted in a long-term storage and preservation system - the Archi-
vator system is now in beta-testing - including a data recorder, a data scanner 
and related hardware and software (i.e. all equipment and processes needed to 
write onto and read data off  the storage medium).
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In general, long-term digital preservation requires data objects to be stored 
safely and securely on some sort of storage medium. For obtaining high qual-
ity of these data objects as well as automatic retrieval and integrity control in 
the future, they should be in a binary format. Binary data need to be decoded 
by decoder software. The decoded bit stream is assembled into files. A viewer 
for the file format has to be available for future users to fully understand the 
content. 

During the development we realized that the above mentioned Archivator 
project had room for improvements in order to fully cover all requirements 
related to digital storage and preservation. A more holistic approach is neces-
sary if the true needs of long-term storage and preservation of digital data are 
to be met. As a result, two new industrial consortiums were set up: the Milos 
and Astor. 

5.2. The Milos Project

Milos is an ongoing research project funded by the European EUREKA Eu-
rostars program [12]. The consortium is unique in the respect that it repre-
sents the majority of players in the European“photosensitive industry” coop-
erating towards a common goal. 

The project objectives are to:

-  develop a new microfilm-based storage medium based on nano-sized 
photosensitive materials for migration-free long-term storage and fu-
ture retrieval. The storage medium has enhanced storage capacity and 
is longevity-tested for up to 500 years’ durability.

-  develop new polymer materials, tested for any impact on the longevity 
of the storage medium, to be used in the packaging.

- achieve the highest possible speed of data writing and reading on the 
new medium. 

- establish reliable, cost-effective manufacturing methods for the me-
dium and packaging.

- develop the relevant photochemical film processing technology and 
related equipment that support this new medium. 

- prove the longevity and reliability of the new medium. 
- prove the concept by integrating the Archivator system with storage 

and preservation systems at existing archives according to the accepted 
OAIS framework. 
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5.3. The Astor Project

The ongoing Astor project will result in a fully integrated system, pulling a 
number of other data storage technology projects together to provide one 
commercially viable solution [12]. The project is exclusively funded by the 
Norwegian Research Council. 

The project objectives are to:

- design a logistical process to secure fast ingest and retrieval of data in 
an automated robotic data-warehouse, supporting longevity of the in-
tegrated system for up to 500 years.

- develop and test polymer materials that support longevity of more than 
500 years. 

- use these materials to design and manufacture a packaging capable of 
storing and protecting an optical storage medium (i.e. current relevant 
microfilms in the market). 

- create and test the so called AS4e (Automated Storage Forever) system. 
All materials in this automatic storage solution are tested for possible 
effects on the storage medium and primary packaging, ensuring that 
there will be no negative impact on the projected lifetime of the stored 
data.

5.4. Key Innovations and results

Altogether the results from the Archivator; Milos and Astor activities form a 
unique turn-key solution designed specifically with the requirements of dig-
ital storage and preservation in mind. Due to the two latter projects all com-
ponents will have undergone extensive testing to ensure that longevity of up 
to 500 years is sustained under normal storage conditions (temperature and 
humidity requirements). The technology is flexible and open, but has the po-
tential of offering a fully integrated and future-proof solution. 

5.5. The trustworthiness of digital repositories 

Many national archives and libraries often declare themselves as OAIS com-
pliant to underline the trustworthiness of their digital repositories. However, 
it is challenging to measure the trustworthiness of digital repositories. There-
fore NAS, as a partner in the Milos Consortium, has been eager to evaluate 
if the existing Archivator workflow could satisfy the basic requirements in an 
OAIS compliant digital repository.
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In order to establish a fully reliable and OAIS compliant digital repository also 
the longevity of the storage medium in its packaging is important. Logistics 
processes to secure fast ingest and retrieval of digital objects should also be 
considered. 

Also an independent body should be responsible for the auditing and certifica-
tion of such a holistic solution for long-term digital presservation and access. 
Piql is setting up a certification program for its Archivator service providers. 

5.6. An Archivator workflow in the OAIS context 

Ingest 
- Only quality controlled and verified SIPs (Submission Information 

Packages) are accepted as ingest. The SIP includes digital data objects 
(e.g. text files, raster and vector still images files, video, sound, data 
animation or the aggregates of single data objects such as pdf files and 
web sites –a warc file) and required metadata.

- The ingest function must be able to identify, validate and check the 
integrity of: 
– Files and file formats embedded into the SIP.
– Metadata and schemes embedded into the SIP.

- The SIP and additional preservation metadata are used to create the 
final AIP (Archival Information Packages).

Archival Storage 
- Archival storage only accepts quality controlled and verified AIPs.
- The encoded AIP are then written onto the microfilm as square dots 

by the film recorder together with file format and metadata scheme 
descriptions. In addition, control data (e.g. film frame layout and in-
dexing data) as well as the source code and technical instructions for 
decoding the content are written. To design viewers for the archived 
files in the future file format descriptions and source code are also writ-
ten to the microfilm. All the documentation for future interpretation 
of the archived content should be in human-readable form.

- Some digital data objects (e.g. raster and vector still image files and 
perhaps a small part of a video sequence) could easily be rendered as 
previews together with the square dots on the microfilm. 

- After the microfilm processing all of the content are finally quality con-
trolled. 

Data Management 
In a migration-based archive solution data management is an expensive never-
ending task. This includes monitoring dataflow, maintaining data integrity 
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and file/metadata migration. Since Archivator uses a migration-free medium 
and stores the file format description together with the content, data manage-
ment is done once when storing the AIPs on microfilm. 

Future access and human understanding 
In order to restore (i.e. read and decode) as well as intellectually understand 
the digital data objects encoded as square dots on the microfilm decades or 
even centuries ago, future users have to do the following distinct tasks: 

- The square dots have to be read/rasterized by a film scanner, digital 
camera or any appropriate optical reading device.

- A decoding application has to be designed according to the human-
readable source code or technical instructions recorded onto the mi-
crofilm decades/centuries ago and  then implemented. 

- The file and metadata format descriptions written onto the microfilm 
have to be used to design and implement rendering software to inter-
pret the decoded digital objects and metadata. 

 
Applying the Archivator workflow on digital data objects from NAS 

Test material 

All type of digital data objects (e.g. church books, maps, paper print pho-
tographs, technical drawings, illustrated medieval pachements, handwritten 
letters, modern newspapers in pdf form, seals as well as video and sound) and 
accompanying metadata in NAS’ existing repositories are well represented in 
the selected test material for evaluating the Archivator concept. 

Store (Picture 6a):
- Data and metadata are ingested into an OAIS compliant Digital Pres-

ervation System (DPS - e.g Archivematica [13], RODA [14] [] or the 
existing DPS). 

- The DPS validates, checks and normalizes digital data objects before 
creating a SIP. 

- The DPS creates an AIP and DIP (optional). 
- Upload the AIP from the DPS 
- Prepare the AIP for writing to microfilm
- From the AIP: identify file formats, generate file list and create pre-

views (optional).
- Encode the digital data object to square dots in image frames. The en-

coding includes Forward Error Correction (FEC) and generates check-
sums.

- Create the reel structure with a table of contents, human readable sec-
tion with decoding instructions and fileformat descriptions. 

- Write the prepared image frames to microfilm. 
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- Process the microfilm. 
- Put the microfilm in the labeled package. The label includes unique 

identifiers in both human and machine readable form.
- Verify the microfilm by reading back the frames, decoding the digital 

data objects and comparing with the original AIP. 
- Store the verified microfilm reel in the automated storage system. 

Restore (Picture 6b):
- Search metadata in the DPS to access digital data objects. 
- Send request from the DPS to Archivator to restore the AIP containing 

the digital data objects.
- Process the request from the DPS to link AIP with reel in the storage.
- Fetch the reel from the automatic storage system.
- Read the frames from the microfilm.
- Decode the frames to AIP. The FEC is used to ensure data integrity and 

quality controlled with checksums.
- Download the AIP and store the reel.

   a.                                        b.                                         c.

PICTURE 6. a. Ingest and store in the Archivator system; b. access and restore in the 
Archivator system and c. a complete, holistic, storage and preservation system

Results from applying the Archivator workflow on digital data objects 
from NAS 

- The digital data objects from NAS were successfully ingested to Ar-
chivematica.

- Archivematica generated a SIP as well as an AIP. 
- The AIP was uploaded to the Archivator system. 
- The AIP with additional Archivator control data was written onto mi-

crofilm frames both visually (previews) and digitally (square dots). 
- After microfilm processing, the microfilm frames were read back and 

decoded and the digital dataobjects were reconstructed. 
- The reconstructed digital data objects were compared to the originals 

and found to be binary equal. 

 
                                                                         
   a.                                        b.                                         c. 
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In this test we did not use the human readable information on the microfilm 
to restore the digital data objects. This work has been initiated but not com-
pleted when writing this document. 

A holistic approach to digital storage and preservation 
With the results from the Archivator, Milos and Astor projects, we can now 
present a holistic approach to digital preservation [9] as outlined in Picture 6c. 
At its core is the microfilm (e.g. the media) specially designed for storing dig-
ital data for centuries. To ensure longevity of the microfilm we have developed 
new packaging and labeling. The microfilm, packaging and labeling are now 
being tested together to prove longevity of up to 500 years. On top of this, 
we have a new high resolution and high speed film writer and film reader (i.e. 
film scanner). To automate the preservation workflows we have integrated 
barcode readers to read the labels, a warehouse management system, robotic 
storage and data management system. In front of this we connect to existing 
digital storage and preservation systems. 

6. The Challenge of File Format Standards

6.1. Background 

Besides large-scale disasters (floods, fires, earthquakes and acts of war), media 
faults (physical degradation and bit rot) and media/hardware obsolescence 
memory institutions worldwide are facing a number of “software” challenges 
when ensuring future long-term accessibility, readability and human under-
standing of the context and content of digital objects which are today stored 
and preserved for various legal; scientific and other reasons. 

The two main components of these digital objects are 1. metadata in various 
schemas (see above)  2. the data content (which could also contain metadata 
to a certain degree) encoded and sometimes compressed according to a variety 
of file format standards and compression schemas mainly depending on the 
nature and usage of the content.

A file format standard is in practise a well-established and authorized docu-
ment specifying in technical terms the details necessary to construct a valid file 
of a particular type and to develop software applications that can decode and 
render such files. The actual specifications may vary considerably in length, 
from well under 100 pages to well over 1000, depending on the complexity 
of the format.
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A format specification should indicate the sequence of the different units/
subunits in the file framework, and whether a particular unit/subunit within 
the bitsteam should be interpreted as alfanumeric ASCII characters, binary 
machine instructions, color data or something else.

6.2. File format obsolescence 

Alike media/hardware obsolescence metadata schemas and file format specifi-
cations can also become obsolescence sooner or later for a number of reasons:

- proprietary, closed/open format specification (i.e. not ISO-standar-
ized)

- limited number of applications (e.g. editors, viewers, web browsers) 
- few application developers/vendors
- applications supporting the format no longer exist
- the format is withdrawn due to copyright dispute; commercial or other 

reasons
- limited adoption
- not compatible with e.g. current hardware/software/OS platforms 
- no/limited backward compatibility
- limited (production) metadata support
- limited range of functionality 
- very complex functionality (e.g. only editors created the file could read 

ditto) 
- limited upgrade cycle
- limited technical documentation

6.3. The file format implementation dilemma

The file format dilemma starts when memory institutions in charge of the 
long-term storage; preservation and accessibility of digital objects and accom-
panying metadata are implementing even well standardized file formats (e.g. 
ISO file formats) in their OAIS-modelled digital depositories as SIPs/AIPs 
(i.e. Submission/Archival Information Packages). As the applications imple-
menting the file format selected by the information owners (i.e. the memory 
institutions) or managed by internal/external service providers are not in con-
trol neither by the information owners or the service providers the file format 
compliance cannot be fully guaranteed. Tests to check compliance with file 
format standard specifications could indeed be performed by means of vari-
ous file format validating tools. However, these validators are not fully reliable 
as different tools could end up in different results. This poses real problems 
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in long-term preservation and the future access of digital objects physically 
stored on all type of data carriers (LTO tapes, optical discs as well as the 
microfilm-based media used in the Archivator system).

If the outcomes of a compliance test do not provide positive results the proc-
essed files have to be returned to the information owner/service provider for 
corrections and the SIP/AIP generation process has to start again, and hence, 
the costs easily rise out of control. In the worst case such uncontrolled SIP/
AIP generation process could jeopardise the whole long-term storage and 
preservation workflow, not to mention the risk for complete loss of readability 
and intelligibility of decoded digital objects in the future.

Even if the Archivator system records all required technical specifications of 
file format standards concerning stored digital objects in human readable 
form on the microfilm-based media, it does not help when trying to access 
these digital objects in the future, if the digital objects are not fully produced 
according to the referred file format standards. 

People in charge of the technical implementation and the daily management 
of the Archivator system always have to consider that in reality there could be 
a fundamental difference between a specification of a standard and the imple-
mentation of that standard in an application. Moreover, there is always uncer-
tainty concerning the extent in which a specific standard is implemented in a 
specific application (e.g. a pdf file viewer). 

To get full credibility concerning future accessability; readability and human 
understanding of digital objects stored today on NAS’ LTO tapes as well as on 
the microfilm-based media in the Archivator system the service providers have 
to guarantee that what is produced according to a file format standard is also 
in full compliance with the standard specification in question!

There is no easy solution to address the file format implementation dilemma 
for NAS’ ”electronic archive” or the Archivator system but you have to pri-
marily consider the above list of file format obsolescence and well-established 
sustainability factors outlined in Table 1 below exemplified by  the three still 
image JPEG2000 file format standards [15]. Moreover, you always have to 
apply file format validation and conformance tools to your digital data objects 
to be ingested in a long-term storage and preservation system. 
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TABLE 1. Evaluation of the fulfilment of the sustainability of three still 
image JPEG2000 file formats standards (Scoring: 1=not so good; 2=good; 
3=very good) 

sustainability factors:
jp2 jpx jpm

1.  An iso standard file format
  

Yes Yes Yes

2.  disclosure
   - Copyright-free, available, complete  technical 
     specifications and frequent updates   
   - Tools to perform a reference implementation 
   - Tools for compliance tests

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes

No
No

3.  licensing and patent claims No (?) Yes Yes

4.  Adoption
   - Adopted by many users and deployed in many  
     disciplines
   - Implemented in many applications
   - Can be implemented on many hw/sw platforms 
   - many development tools available 
   - format identification, validation and characteriza-
     tion tools available

2

2
3
2
Yes

1

1
3
1
Yes

1

1
3
1
No

5.  self-documentation
   - Support for various embedded metadata
   - Support for most common color space and
     embedded ICC color profiles (will be changed soon)

3
1

3
3

3
3

6.  transparency
   - ”Simple” coding 
   - ”Simple” compression    
   - Option for technical ”lossless”compression 
   - Effective usage of network bandwidth         - 
   - Robustness when networking  
   - Protection for data corruption 
   - many options concerning image rendering 
   - Option for copyright management (Note: violating 
      transparency!)

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3

7.  external dependencies
   - dependent on specific hardware 
   - dependent on specific development tools          
   - dependent on specific OS

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

8.  technical protection considerations
   - dependent on specific implementations
   - dependent on complicated coding and compression 

Schemas

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes
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7. Conclusions

A comparison of the main strengths and weaknesses of the Archivator storage 
and preservation system and the NAS’ “electronic archive” (NAS-EA):

-  Archivator is a migration-free (or at least there is less migration) off-line solu-
tion, and hence inexpensive from a long-term perspective. NAS-EA is based 
on repetitive migrations with negative implications on long-term cost.

-  Archivator is based on microfilm-based storage media with a proven longev-
ity of up to 500 years compared to the current LTO tape solution of NAS-
EA. The estimated longevity of (magnetic) LTO tapes is only at the most 30 
years (hence the need for repetitive migration).

-  Archivator is based on non-magnetic (optical) storage media (i.e. micro-
film) compared to the magnetic-based media solution of NAS-EA (i.e. LTO 
tapes) which could be exposed to external threats such as electricity short-
age, electromagnetic pulses (EMP), etc. 

-  Archivator stores and preserves digital data objects on a media (i.e. micro-
film) which cannot be edited, changed or altered. Once the data is written 
they are like carved in stone (true WORM) in contrary to the rewriteable 
LTO tape media of NAS-EA.

-  Arcivator data is written in digital form onto microfilm media, just like it 
is done with any other digital storage media like magnetic media (such as 
LTO tapes) currently used by NAS-EA . This means a unique permanence 
and zero quality loss at optimal storage conditions in both cases.

-  Archivator is the only solution that allows preserving a combination of dig-
ital data, human-readable text and visual information/pictures on the same 
medium. Such a hybrid solution reduces the need for using multiple tech-
nologies and processes, and is thus increasing the efficiency as well as the 
reliability of the data storage and preservation.

-  Archivator allows storing metadata (i.e. descriptive information about the 
contents) directly onto the storage medium as well as online. Integrated 
into an IT environment, this means that you can easily search and find the 
data you need on one and the same physical media (i.e. a microfilm reel) 
as the data is stored (no broken links between data and required metadata). 
This is not so easily achieved by the LTO tape solution of NAS-EA.

-  Archivator, as well as NAS-EA, addresses the file format standards imple-
mentation dilemma.

-  Archivator (currently) stores archival content at a higher initial cost per GB 
than the LTO tape solution of NAS-EA.

-  Archivator always stores archival content on an offline storage medium 
which is more challenging than the LTO tape solution of NAS-EA when 
accessing information.

-  Archivator has a relative long work flow requiring chemical processing etc., 
which is not the case in the LTO tape solution of NAS-EA.
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An Open Source Archiving system 
for managing business archives
Olli Alm

Central Archives for Finnish Business Records − abbreviated as Elka − is a 
national depository for business documents, and the most important research 
archive for business history in Finland. Elka’s customers include companies 
that need storage, digitisation and information services, but also individual 
researchers and other parties needing information. Today, most information 
in companies is managed digitally, and therefore Elka, too, must be able to 
provide reliable and high-quality digital services to its customers. Our new 
open source archiving system enables us to offer even more innovative, open 
and, most of all, user-friendly services to all our customers.

The traditional way of managing archives

Traditionally, the Finnish paper archives have been managed by creating hi-
erarchical descriptions and lists. As Picture 1 below shows, the description 
has consisted of levels known as the records creator level, archival level, series 
level and archiving unit level. Such an archive is the result of the activities 
of a single records creator, and contains documents created and received by 
the records creator (Arkistolaitos 1997, 11). Therefore, the relationship be-
tween the archive and the records creator has been very close – one archive has 
only contained documents from a single records creator (Arkistolaitos 2006, 
16−17). On lower levels the archive is divided into series and the series into 
units. Although logical, this kind of pyramid model is inflexible, and poorly 
suited to modern information management (Alm & Strömberg 2013, 9).

PICTURE 1. Traditional pyramid model for archival description
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The model of contextual description

From the viewpoint of an archiving specialist, the most significant and in-
teresting aspect in the new open source archiving application is the revised 
description model. OSA, the Open Source Archive system, can implement 
the model of contextual description developed in the Capture project in 
2011–2012. This model abandons the traditional hierarchical pyramid. It 
was first published by Alm and Lampi (2014), and is introduced in Picture 2. 
The description is implemented through independent entities linked to each 
other. The main entity – the entire object of description – is of course the ar-
chive material itself. The descriptions of the materials focus only on describing 
the documents and their content by using, for example, dates, subjects and 
descriptions. The traditional records creator is replaced by a separate entity 
called agent. This agent can be any natural person or organisation that has 
influenced the production, collection, storage or the use of the materials.

PICTURE 2. model of the contextual description

The materials are divided into smaller subunits, such as groups and archive 
units, in this model as well, but agents, activities, places and events are divided 
into individual entities from the description of the material. Another differ-
ence to the traditional model is that the archive does not have to be a collec-
tion of documents produced and received by a single records creator. In the 
new model the archive can, and will, contain documents created and received 
by several agents. This means organisational mergers, spin-offs and name 
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changes will not hamper the management of the archive. In the traditional 
method the organisation and management of an archive have always started 
from the records creators and required an early decision on which documents 
belong to which records creator. This is a very inflexible system, and making 
changes to it afterwards has been very difficult and cumbersome. In the new 
model everything is based on links which are easy to unlink and relink.

The effects of the new data model on the manage-
ment of materials

Elka warmly welcomes the new data model for two reasons. Firstly, the new 
archival description makes it significantly easier for end customers to search 
for and discover information. Thanks to the new description model, the con-
tent of the archive materials take a key role for the first time. Until now, the 
purpose of archival description has been to describe the structure of the ar-
chive, and therefore support the preservation of its value as evidence. In the 
new model, however, the focus is on the material itself, and on the improved 
efficiency of findability and use. Subjects, ontologies and classifications are 
used in a way that makes it easy and efficient for the customer to find the con-
tent they are looking for. In the traditional system the customer had to first 
know which organization, ie records creator, was responsible for the content. 
After this, the customer had to search for the correct document in the records 
creator’s archive to possibly find the data they are looking for. In the OSA 
system that uses the Capture data model the customer can start searching 
for data directly, as it is no longer necessary to know which organisation has 
processed the information or in which archive the data is stored.

The second immediate benefit is related to the handling of archived docu-
ments in the archive regardless of the format, electronic or paper. With the 
new data model, the materials can be inventoried, screened, grouped and de-
scribed on the fly. In the traditional model a lot of time had to be spent for 
getting to know the history of the records creator and for limiting the archives, 
since each archive could only have one records creator, and it was not possi-
ble to mix documents from different records creators. The new model allows 
the technical repairing and cataloguing of documents on the fly, even when 
detailed background data is not available. The agents − previously known as 
records creators − places, events and activities are separate entities that can be 
linked to the materials whenever a corresponding relationship is discovered. 
This is a very useful feature, since knowledge of the archive increases as the 
materials are sorted. In the old model all information had to be available at 
the very outset of the sorting. 
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OSA to replace six old systems

Elka currently uses six different systems to manage its archives. The Elma 
archive database, launched in 2002, contains descriptions and catalogue in-
formation on records creators, archives, document series and archiving units. 
Therefore, it is a very traditional archive database. Elma also contains four 
different registers for the so-called special materials, such as photos, drawings, 
maps and audiovisual records. In addition, Elka has a separate ElkaD applica-
tion for presenting digitised sound records and moving pictures. 

It is of course not sensible to divide materials and metadata like this across 
several different systems. In the worst case, the same materials must be cata-
logued several times, such as when photographs are described into the archive 
database as archive units, and also as individual photographs into the photo-
graph register. This also makes searches by end customers cumbersome, since 
they must use the search features of several systems. The maintenance of sev-
eral systems is also expensive for us as an organisation. Fortunately, all six data 
repositories can be managed by the OSA system at one go.

The uses of the new information system

During the first phase of the Capture project in 2011 Elka created service 
descriptions that brainstormed, listed and described the services that we want 
to offer our customers in the future (Alm & Strömberg 2013, 6−7). The im-
plementation of these services served as a yardstick, when the specifications of 
the new IT systems were created in the next phase of the project. At that time, 
we did not know that we would be able to use the specifications documents as 
soon as we were. The reason was that this Open Source Archive project started 
in the summer of 2012 while the Capture project was still ongoing, and one 
of the most important projects of OSA has been to create a service archive 
system that conforms to the Capture specifications.

Picture 3 describes the main processes that were specified and described in 
the Capture project. These include permanent and temporary storage of both 
analogue and digital materials. These services are aimed at our corporate cus-
tomers. In addition, the new IT system helps us in information services, con-
sultation services and product sales. The image of an information service bases 
on its user interface which must be clear, easy-to-use, helpful and accessible. It 
must also have features for sharing information, such as links to social media. 
We also encourage our users to log in to the service. When users have logged 
in, they can be given access to materials that are subject to copyright, and they 
can also order materials to be sent to the research room.
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Many archives have constructed separate digital archives for managing elec-
tronic materials, while they also keep using traditional archive databases for 
managing paper archives. We want to reject this idea, since the key issue for 
both analogue and digital materials is metadata. Some metadata are associ-
ated with digital objects, while others are not. Moreover, a document can 
have various forms, such as an original born-digital document, a printed and 
signed version and even a digital document created by scanning the printed 
and signed version. It would be utterly pointless to manage each of these 
forms in a separate information system.

We are currently living in a hybrid stage while we move away from analogue 
archives towards digital archives. In practice, documents are still created both 
in paper and in digital formats for decades. A modern archive therefore con-
tains analogue, born-digital and digitised documents. The new open source 
archiving system will enable us to manage all these versions efficiently.

PICTURE 3. Elka’s main processes
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Summary

Elka participates in the Open Source Archive project to be able to have per-
haps the most modern archive information in the world, or at least one that 
suits us best. From the perspective of an archive manager, the most exciting 
part is not the software or hardware itself, but the data model inside the sys-
tem. The contextual description data model helps our end customers in many 
ways, and us archive managers, too. Contextual archival description will revo-
lutionise the way data is searched for in an archive. For the first time in history 
the data content itself will override the document type as a search criterion.

As an archive the OSA system enables us to provide faster, more efficient 
and cheaper services to our corporate customers. Compared to our current 
IT system, OSA will enable us to launch a full- fledged electronic archiving 
service, including the management of materials at the customer’s site or rented 
premises. Moreover, the compliance with international standards enables us 
to share our materials in The National Digital Library and other portals man-
aged by a third party.
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working together with fedora 
Commons: sustainable digital 
repository solutions 
Chris Awre

A persistent URL for the final article: http://www.darchive.fi/osa/

Abstract

Fedora Commons (most often shortened to just ‘Fedora’) is open source digital 
repository software that is maintained by an active community of institutional 
contributors from around the world.  The ongoing development of Fedora 
is coordinated through the non-profit DuraSpace Foundation.  Institutions 
join DuraSpace as members, contributing a fee that provides core staffing 
and strategic planning for Fedora as well as DSpace and associated services.  
DuraSpace works closely with the community-led Fedora Leadership Group, 
which comprises members of senior Fedora users.  It should be noted that 
there is no link to the Fedora Linux distribution, which is entirely separate.

How did Fedora get to this point?  It started as a computer science project at 
Cornell University in 1996 based around the question, ‘If you could design 
a system to manage any type of digital content, what would it look like?’.  
Fedora development continued on this project basis until 2003, when the 
University of Virginia expressed interest in developing the system into a sta-
ble production version of a digital repository platform.  Fedora has steadily 
attracted interest for a broad range of digital content management use cases 
around the world.  Why is this?  Fedora was selected by the University of Hull 
for the following reasons:

• It was designed to scale up
 0   The amount of digital content is only going to grow
• It was designed to be content agnostic 
 0   We don’t know what content types will need managing in the future
• It was designed to be based on open standards
 0   Facilitating interoperability between systems
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• It was designed to support the management of related items and de-
scribe the connection between them

 0   Very little content lives in isolation
• It was designed to support the durability and preservation of digital 

content
 0   To help digital content be usable into the future

Whilst other systems might provide some of this capability, only Fedora can 
provide it all.  These principles have been maintained through the recent de-
velopment of Fedora 4, which is a complete re-write of the codebase but one 
that is very much aiming to extend Fedora’s functionality, not change it.  Fe-
dora 4.0 beta is currently available and aimed at new Fedora users: Fedora 4.1 
will be released later in 2015 for existing Fedora users to migrate to.

Fedora has been applied for a wide range of purposes: for collections of texts, 
collections of images, datasets, audio and video collections, as well collections 
made up of combinations of these.  Key to making use of Fedora for these 
different purposes has been to model what you want to do with the content.  
Fedora makes you think about this, and forces serious consideration of how 
the content will be managed, both now and in the future.  This can be hard, 
but the effort is worthwhile and increases the likelihood of sustainability for 
the collection.

Fedora has often been described as a system that can support digital preserva-
tion.  It certainly has functionality built in that enables content to be durable, 
for example, creating checksums, auditing actions against objects, and ena-
bling the repository to be re-built if it becomes corrupted.  Fedora does not 
provide everything for preservation, though, and relies on interaction with 
other systems to carry out preservation actions.  Fedora is best thought of as 
a system that enables preservation to take place.  In this context, a number of 
sites have implemented Fedora as the basis of a preservation solution, interact-
ing with other tools and services as required.

Fedora has always been very flexible as part of enabling the characteristics 
described above.  Because of this the system has never had a default end-user 
interface, as having this would immediately place boundaries around how the 
system operated.  Fedora adopters have created their own interfaces to suit the 
content they are managing.  This is an operational burden, but one that those 
making use of Fedora have found useful so they can apply their own solution.  
It has, though also prevented some organisations from adopting Fedora, as 
they are concerned about the level of technical effort required to maintain the 
solution.
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In recent years two major open source initiatives have sought to make adopt-
ing Fedora more straightforward: Hydra and Islandora.  Both have created 
frameworks that make generating interfaces for creating, reading, updating 
and deleting content much easier, using tools based on Ruby on Rails and 
Drupal, respectively.  Both are seeing considerable take-up globally, and both 
are seeking to build communities of their own to sustain the developments.  
Commercial partners providing services based on the software can help sup-
port adoption.  Solutions for all the same use cases as Fedora have been devel-
oped, but in a way that makes sharing those solutions more straightforward 
than before.

What next for Fedora?  As has been mentioned, Fedora 4 development is 
ongoing, and will reach maturity during 2015.  There is a lot of interest and 
emphasis on the use of RDF as the basis for storing digital content objects 
within the system, although XML-based content can also be managed as well.  
This adoption of linked data as the basis for storing digital collections prom-
ises to be valuable for the sustainability of the collections and allowing those 
collections to be used in new ways.  Fedora will continue to be a valuable asset 
itself for working with digital content for some considerable time.
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The harmonization of 
digital contents: 
benefits and requirements
Mikko Lampi & Aki Lassila

Introduction

Information governance in distributed environments is challenging due to 
the complexity and diversity of contents, data sources and standards (W3C 
2009). However, harmonization enables coherent access and discovery for the 
materials in information systems. Therefore, the availability of harmonized 
data promotes the discovery of useful information and relations within the 
data that might otherwise remain undetected. Furthermore, it improves inter-
operability and usefulness of the information. Harmonization can be achieved 
by utilizing transformations, mappings and by linking metadata via ontolo-
gies, vocabularies or other linked data.

As generally known, information can be indexed and further analyzed. Lan-
guage and entity identification supports natural language processing and the 
understanding of language specific properties. Indexing provides fast access 
and additional ways, such as faceting and geospatial analysis, to discover, ac-
cess and visualize the information. Harmonized metadata can be linked and 
exposed as public or private linked data. The use of native linked data tech-
nologies enables the efficient exploitation of information and open data (Bizer 
et al. 2009).

Searching has become more than just using a web search engine such as Goog-
le or Bing. Searching is now associated with discovery platforms with full-text 
and natural language processing capabilities, also including features such as 
visualizations, facets and mashups. In addition, usability and user experience 
are very important factors in search and access, and the platforms should sup-
port complete machine-readability and data interoperability. Moreover, the 
trustworthiness of the data sources are important aspect.

This article demonstrates the concepts and technologies of harmonization 
with two projects: Open Source Archive (OSA) and Capture. OSA is a project 
carried out by Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences (Mamk) and funded by 
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the European Region Development Fund. The project started in June 2012 
and ends in December 2014. The primary objective of the OSA project is to 
find and develop open source tools and solutions for digital archives. Its key 
features include archival materials and lifecycle management, long-term pres-
ervation, ingest, search and access. The OSA software is based on well-known 
open source software. Later in this article, OSA is used to refer to the digital 
archive software unless stated otherwise. The OSA project is based on Capture 
which was a data modeling and digital archiving system definition project of 
Central Archives for Finnish Business Records (Elka) and Mamk. It was car-
ried out during 2011 - 2012. The primary deliverables from Capture were the 
concept of a harmonized metadata model and the specifications for a modern 
and flexible digital archive system.

Extracting data from digital contents

The first step in harmonizing digital contents is to extract the metadata 
and the file content into a machine-readable form. Extraction requires that 
each file format has a compatible parser. There are easily tens of formats 
for rich text documents, audio, moving image, pictures and other valuable 
digital contents. Each format requires a parser library which can extract file’s 
technical metadata, embedded descriptive metadata and some, or all, of the 
actual data content. For archival purposes one must know the significant 
information for the specific format in order to correctly preserve it. Differ-
ent tools provide different technical outputs which need to be mapped and 
processed before forwarding the information for harmonization and index-
ing. After the initial extraction the data is in usable form, but by no means, 
harmonized or even normalized.

A widely used extraction solution is Apache Tika. It can be used to extract 
information from documents and to detect the language automatically. Tika 
can identify the file and automatically select a suitable parser, if known. 
Automation can be achieved by integrating Tika or other data extraction 
solutions with indexing engines. Tika is widely used in archival software 
developed in Mamk.

Indexing information

Indexing is necessary for efficient access to huge amount of textual data such 
as extracted contents of rich text documents. Usually the index itself is a bi-
nary format data store. It does not replace or make obsolete the original data 
but supports its usage. Indexing is required to enable feasible and efficient 
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processing of time consuming tasks such as full-text search and certain analy-
sis processes.

The basic principle in indexing is the same across different technical solutions. 
Databases and other data stores can be indexed for faster read operations and 
information retrieval. Write operations become slightly slower, but the per-
formance gain is multiple. This is because write operations are usually done 
less often while read operations are more or less continuous. Search engines 
use indexes to rapidly find relevant information based on the search terms and 
to then return the objects from the data store. While most of the operations 
could be completed without indexes, they would often be very inefficient. 
The performance difference is even more drastic if the data is read from a file 
system or from disks instead of memory. 

Furthermore, full-text indexing is very useful for accessing unstructured dig-
ital content. It enables full-text search which users are used to when using 
search engines such as Google. Other benefits of full-text indexing include 
statistical information based on the indexed terms and their respective hit 
rates. Full-text search is discussed in more detail later in this article. 

One of the most used indexing solutions is Apache Solr which is also used 
in OSA. In addition to indexing Solr provides search features and tools for 
simple statistical analysis. It can be extended with various plugins such as in-
formation extraction with the previously mentioned Apache Tika.

Language processing is a critical part of full-text indexing. It provides an ac-
curate and valid identification of terms and entities. Some languages, such as 
Finnish, have inflected forms and therefore require the basic forms of words 
to be determined. This can be very problematic without vocabularies. There 
are also other entities, such as proper nouns, which need to be identified and 
indexed correctly. In some cases specific entities need to be removed to pro-
tect privacy or confidentiality. In the OSA project, Apache Solr was used in 
combination with the Voikko library for accurate Finnish language indexing 
and queries. Due to the nature of the Finnish language, Voikko also includes 
an extensive vocabulary in addition to the grammatical rules. Voikko is an 
open source project and used in projects such as LibreOffice. The integration 
of Voikko and Solr was developed as open source by The National Library of 
Finland as part of its Finna project (http://www.kdk.fi/en/public-interface/
software-development).

In addition, indexed terms can be linked with ontologies or vocabularies to 
gain formal definition and better interoperability. For example, indexed Finn-
ish place names could be linked with the national spatio-temporal ontology 
SAPO. This way, the information would be more usable than utilizing the 
unnormalized terms.
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Metadata harmonization

Metadata harmonization is a process consisting of multiple steps, both techni-
cal and non-technical. The motivation for harmonization includes interoper-
ability and feasibility (e.g. Nilsson 2010). While a lot of entities described 
are related to humanistic sciences, for instance, rather than technical, the in-
formation systems require structured and machine-readable data. The results 
provide new or better services for consumers and better understanding of the 
materials. 

Different fields and industries have specified their own metadata standards to 
support their contents and activities. For example, MARC21 (http://www.
loc.gov/marc/) is widely used in libraries and LIDO (http://lido-schema.org) 
in museums. Most of the standards have in common that they support well 
the specific metadata and objects, but are not intended for managing informa-
tion systems or information exchange. LIDO, for example, covers all kinds 
of museum objects such as art, architecture, cultural history, natural and the 
history of technology. LIDO enables the creation of normalized records for 
museum context. These records can be further enhanced by providing on-
tology linking. Semantic records can then be shared with other systems and 
environments.

Metadata interoperability is one of the primary reasons for metadata harmo-
nization. Interoperability requires that metadata records are machine-readable 
and compatible with each other. Dublin Core Metadata Initiative defines 
metadata interoperability as the ability of two or more agents, such as infor-
mation systems and software components, to exchange metadata so that the 
interpretation remains consistent with the original context and information 
(Nilsson 2011). 

Interoperability means that normalized records conform to metadata models 
which can then be mapped to ontologies, vocabularies and other metadata 
models which can be internal models or metadata standards. OSA uses map-
ping as the primary method for harmonizing metadata. The basic principle 
is to map various input formats into an internal umbrella metadata model. 
The OSA ingest workflow first harmonizes the data into a master data model 
which is then used to generate the index. Benchmarking was carried out to 
compare functionality and the concepts of existing projects such as Finna 
(See NDL 2014). OSA and Finna serve different purposes, but the reasons 
for harmonization are the same. They both need to ingest diverse contents 
and provide access and management in a coherent manner. It is not feasible 
to implement different user interfaces, application logic and user experience 
for each kind of data. 
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During the Capture project additional reasons for interoperability were iden-
tified. Firstly, it was confirmed that in archiving there is a need for digital 
archive and repository services, preferably hosted as SaaS. This kind of solu-
tion was built as part of the OSA project. The approach had a lot of different 
files, metadata, standards and formats put into one system which all the ten-
ants share. It has a single core repository, Fedora Commons, which manages 
the content and the metadata. Fedora can manage all the files and metadata 
formats as separate streams but it can turn out as a complexity creep and hard 
to manage environment. It is more efficient to harmonize as much as possible. 
(Lampi & Alm 2014.)

An umbrella metadata model, known as the Capture model, was designed to 
tackle the harmonization challenges. The Capture model was designed to be 
compatible with several national and international metadata models such as 
Dublin Core, SFS 5914, JHS 143 and SÄHKE2 (Alm & Strömberg 2013). It 
can be extended to support other standards and custom metadata definitions 
if needed. Because of the extent of the unified model, its smaller piece can 
be defined as a content model for various content types. Each content type 
is fully compatible with the main model. In addition, metadata values can 
be links to ontologies and vocabularies. Content described with the Capture 
model form a linked data network which can be private, public or a hybrid. 
(Lampi & Alm 2014.)

Furthermore, an important lesson learned is that a harmonized model can-
not dictate too many restrictions. The umbrella model must support all kinds 
of needs and provide a coherent internal harmonization framework. Restric-
tions like cardinality and locale-based settings need to be applied in interfaces 
pulling and pushing the data. In OSA mappings and transformations are an 
integral part of the architecture. Because OSA is a multi-tenant environment 
each organization has its own set of mappings which binds the data to user 
interfaces and APIs. Each mapping is also archived so that the original mean-
ing and knowledge for reading it are preserved. The mappings can be executed 
technically with any suitable transformation method such as XSLT. This way 
harmonization is a lossless and two-way process. 

The harmonization process should be automatic, which means that the data 
models and interfaces have to be machine-readable. It is achieved by provid-
ing sufficient technical information for processing the data models, metadata 
and contents. The data itself has to be structured or otherwise machine-reada-
ble. Finally, there need to be APIs for data operations. The APIs can be public 
or private, and a public API can be used to deliver non-public content. 

Finally, harmonization is not all about technology. A very important factor is 
communication between all the parties involved. Understanding the context 
and meaning of the materials is essential in preserving it unaltered during 
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the process. The feedback and improvement process should be iterative and 
continuous.

Search and access

Search in this context is more than a textbox-based search engine such as 
Google or Bing. It is a combination of a discovery portal, browsing catalog, 
a recommendation and curation engine and a technical platform. Search is a 
method of finding interesting records and objects in possibly huge data sets, 
but selected sources. 

Traditional search engines find information in various or even unknown 
sources based on the search terms provided by the user. The results can be 
in any format depending on the source materials. The metadata is often very 
limited or truncated. The algorithms and indexes are good, but all else de-
pends on luck. With digital archives, repositories and other kinds of collec-
tions, one cannot afford Google-like results If it is not on the first page, it 
probably won’t be found. And, if Google cannot find it, it doesn’t exist at all. 

Search in OSA provides a highly configurable search interface. It includes a 
familiar full-text search, and depending on the configuration, multiple search 
fields and pre-fetched facets such as temporal, spatial and content types, and 
some visualizations for these. Furthermore, it is possible to estimate the accu-
racy and number of the search results before actually rendering the results. Of 
course, full-text search can be used the same way as the Google or Bing search.

Search is performed against the selected and reliable source. As mentioned 
above, OSA is not a web search engine. Instead, it finds contents in its index 
which contains public contents as well as restricted and confidential contents. 
By default OSA searches materials based on the user information such as or-
ganization, roles and access rights. If no user information is found, it will only 
search public materials for a specific organization. OSA is not a portal and 
it searches content in one organization at a time. Each organization requires 
its own search page. Currently, there is no cross-organization search, but it 
is technically possible to build. Full-text search can understand languages, 
identify basic forms, synonyms and other entities. The search also covers the 
contents of rich text documents such as PDFs.

Search results are scored and returned with harmonized and standardized 
metadata and in easy-to-read and understandable format. Scoring is deter-
mined by algorithms and help to determine the quality of the search results. 
Rich metadata enables a configurable result page and additional methods for 
refining the results. OSA has a completely configurable results view which 
can be easily adapted to various result types. Each organization can define 
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the significant metadata which is displayed automatically. The search view 
can show different amount of information based on if the user is logged in 
or not, and depending on the roles and access rights. Harmonization makes 
it possible to use consistent search terms and facets to search and filter digital 
content. Therefore, OSA provides access to diverse metadata records and files 
in a coherent manner. It supports storing the original metadata as additional 
information.

Metadata records, file previews and such can be displayed for the search re-
sults. All the data available in the index can be used for searching and exposed 
as a facet. Facets are valuable before and after the search. Before the search, 
facets can provide suggestions and completion features and help to choose 
search terms that will return meaningful results. After the search, they can 
help to profile the results and filter the records. In addition, OSA provides 
download and management options according to roles. 

The technical solution for search in OSA is Apache Solr. The front-end and 
search logic is built as a multi-tier web application. The front-end is based 
on earlier development done in digital archive projects and services. A lot 
of effort has been put on usability. The development model is based on the 
agile methodologies and emphasis is put on listening to the feedback from 
participants.

Content discovery

OSA demonstrates discovery and analysis by utilizing the object network cre-
ated by Fedora Commons. Each entity archived or stored in OSA is a com-
pound object consisting of multiple data streams. Fedora Commons uses a 
specific stream to store each object’s relations in RDF/XML format. Relations 
are then indexed to a resource index which is a RDF database. By default Fe-
dora Commons 3 uses Mulgara which can be queried e.g. with the SPARQL 
language. Objects in the RDF database form a linked data network. OSA 
supports relations of any kind between the objects, but currently only Dublin 
Core relations and a content model definition are used. The relations network 
enables analysis on how entities are related to each other and how distant the 
relations are. Another example is the archival hierarchy catalog which can be 
built automatically and dynamically from the isPartOf relations.

Discovery was found useful in the Capture project when planning how the 
existing object network could enrich new objects during the ingest and the 
description processes. The basic concept is that an object gains partial or com-
plete contextual information from the surrounding linked objects such as 
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agents, places, events and actions. These contextual objects can be formalized 
via ontologies or vocabularies. (Lampi & Alm 2014.) This improves the de-
scription speed, and information duplication is minimized. Enrichment can 
take place during ingest or access depending on the need. The principle is the 
same regardless of the timing. The process can be automatic or controlled by 
users. It can add information to the object’s metadata or just modify the index 
leaving the original object unaltered. 

Summary

Based on the experiences and lessons learned in the case projects and bench-
marking, it can be said that harmonization is an integral part of search, dis-
covery and access. Depending on the source materials harmonization can re-
quire extraction and normalization before indexing can be done. The current 
trend in repositories and archives is towards digitalization which causes fast 
growth in the amount and in the diversity of digital content. The experience 
and research done in memory organizations can help commercial companies 
to identify, classify and harmonize their materials. This is because challenges 
are more or less similar with every kind of content regardless of the owner 
organization.

In addition, new tools related to big data, analysis and data mining could add 
value to the existing data that is stored in the information systems of memory 
organizations. However, in order to utilize new technologies and methods 
the data must be in good condition. Regarding usability, there are different 
aspects in content usability: machine-readability, context awareness and user 
experience to name a few. Furthermore, content analysis could be used in 
completely new applications such as data-based leadership and decision mak-
ing applications. Statistical information about index usage could prove useful 
in developing services which consume the harmonized content. 

This article covered a lot of development and research done at Mamk, but also 
benchmarked related projects such as Finna. Many of the concepts and topics 
are merged and result in new features and added value to the existing applica-
tions. Development started in OSA is not completed, when the project comes 
to an end. The work requires constant development and evaluation of the 
latest research and tools in the field. This is the kind of dialog with the com-
munity that has been going on during the past couple of years, and it is also 
the right direction for future collaboration. Still, there is plenty of room for 
future research and development. These include managing the information 
overload, automatic curation and the preservation of important information 
and experiences, as the generations before us have done. 
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web-application development in 
the Open Source Archive project
Liisa Uosukainen

Introduction

Open Source Archive (OSA) is an EU funded project that is carried out by the 
Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences. One major part of the OSA project 
was to develop a service-oriented archive solution for preserving, managing, 
and providing access to digital content. Open Source Archive (OSA) project 
started in May 2012, and runs until the end of December 2014. As partners 
OSA had archives, software vendors, service providers and educational insti-
tutions.

This article introduces the technical aspects of the OSA application develop-
ment focusing on the components involved in the OSA application. In addi-
tion to technology selection and technical design we put efforts into making 
user interfaces user-friendly. A couple of studies concerning service design, 
data visualization and user-centered methods in the user interface design were 
made as bachelor theses during this project. The results of these studies pro-
vided us with the guidelines for user interface development.

Technology solutions and OSA web-application im-
plementation

The OSA service-oriented archive is a web-based application that provides 
user-friendly access to the implemented features such as ingesting, search-
ing, preserving, and destroying of documents. The OSA application is writ-
ten in Java. It is composed of software components which are used via com-
mon APIs (Lampi, M., Palonen, O., 2014). The architecture of the software 
components is described in Picture 1 below. While the focus was to develop 
a sustainable solution providing long-term access and retention, we selected 
open source software components in order to become more independent of 
software vendors.
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Object-oriented programming and Model View Controller (MVC) design 
were the key principles of the implementation. We intended to create as mod-
ular architecture as possible where each module would operate independently. 
Modular design enabled us to develop and test each component separately. 
Moreover, it reduced the internal complexity of the application system. The 
replacement of one module with a different implementation is possible with-
out having to change the rest of the source code, since the implementation is 
hidden from the other components using it.

We designed the OSA application to support multi-tenancy. A single instance 
of the OSA application serves the needs of multiple tenants, i.e. organizations. 
Each organization can customize several features of the OSA application to 
meet their needs. Some examples for this are listed below.

• It is possible to define properties for UI concerning the organization 
specific title, CSS, a logo, and header files.

• Metadata creation is made flexible. The system supports extendable 
and configurable types of digital objects that are preserved including 
schemas. Organizations can configure their user interfaces and meta-
data fields for specific digital objects individually. Search and indexing 
properties are also configurable covering visible fields in a search form, 
columns in the result layout, and facet fields.

• The system allows organizations to create their own records manage-
ment plan. Relating features are available for system administrators 
and records managers who have full access to digital content.

PICTURE 1. OSA software architecture and system components
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Customization for each tenant is done via organizations’ XML configuration 
files; the modification of the source code is not required.

Fedora Commons repository

The OSA archiving application is based on Fedora Commons Repository 
which is an open source repository platform. Fedora Commons Repository 
was originally developed at the Cornell University and the University of Vir-
ginia. Nowadays the Fedora community is supported by the DuraSpace non-
profit organization. The software enables storage, management and long-term 
access to digital resources. Fedora is written in Java, and it offers access via 
REST or SOAP interfaces (Fedora Documentation, 2014). 

Fedora is designed to be flexible, supporting all types of digital content. It 
implements Content Model Architecture (CMA) which ensures that objects 
comply with the model (Razum, M. et. al., 2009). We defined content models 
for collections, documents, images, moving images, audio recordings, maps, 
and so on. Each content model has an XSD schema that is used for validating 
digital objects before ingesting them into the Fedora repository. The OSA ap-
plication shows new content models automatically as types of digital content, 
when content models are stored into the Fedora repository. The OSA applica-
tion creates dynamically ingest forms for these type of specific content models 
as well. Ingest forms containing descriptive metadata can be customized by 
organizations. In order to adjust the metadata into standard terms the OSA 
application maps customized elements into the Capture format. 

The Fedora digital object in a repository is the combination of the following 
components: PID, object properties and datastreams. Original files as well as 
the metadata are datastreams in an object model. Digital objects are stored in 
a Fedora repository in the FOXML (Fedora Object XML) format which en-
capsulates object properties and datastreams. The picture below describes the 
structure of digital objects in the OSA archiving application. Each object has 
a persistent identifier (PID) that is used as a reference to the object and the da-
tastreams. The OSA application stores metadata into DC (Dublin Core) and 
CAPTURE datastreams. The actual content is in ORIGINAL datastream. 
The RELS-EXT datastream links an object to the content model and de-
scribes relationships to the other digital objects. The RELS-INT datastream, 
in turn, can be used for describing internal relationships in the object context. 
The OSA application maintains a special MANAGEMENT datastream in 
order to manage access control and preservation according to the preservation 
plan of the OSA application.
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Fedora provides an option to index RELS-EXT and RELS-INT datastreams 
automatically to the RDF-based Resource Index (Fedora Documentation, 
2014). Fedora uses Mulgara as a default RDF database. The properties of 
RELS-EXT and RELS-INT datastreams can be queried through the Resource 
Index Search Service (RISearch) interface by using the RDF query languages, 
SPARQL or iTQL. The OSA application uses RISearch in order to find the 
hierarchical structures of objects. The most common search is to find the 
isPartOf relation of objects when generating collection views for browsing 
purposes.

Fedora keeps track of changes in the object repository. It maintains an audit 
trail that contains information on every change made to the object. Content 
versioning is done at datastream level, not at object level. If a datastream prop-
erty is set to be versionable, every modification of a datastream leads to its new 
version (Razum, M., Schwichtenberg, F., Fridman, R., 2007).

The OSA application uses MediaShelf to communicate with Fedora Com-
mons Repository 3.6.x. MediaShelf provides Java client for Fedora REST API, 
but it only supports Fedora 3.x versions. We have the intention to upgrade the 
OSA application to support the Fedora 4.0 version as soon as a new Java client 

 
PICTURE 2. digital objects in OSA archiving system
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supporting Fedora 4.0 is published. Fedora 4.0 has various improvements to 
3.x versions, such as performance and usability improvements. At the end of 
this project Fedora 4.0 is heading towards a production release. The third beta 
release of Fedora 4.0 was published in August 2014.

Apache Solr

Apache Solr is an open source search platform that indexes the repository 
content. Fedora 3.x supports Solr indexing by using the GSearch (The Fedora 
Generic Search Service) component, which has been developed by the Tech-
nical University of Denmark. GSearch automatically updates Solr indexes via 
JMS (Java Messaging Service), when Fedora objects are created, modified or 
purged. 

We used multicore Solr setup and installed two SolrCore instances: one for 
indexing metadata and another for indexing content. When each core has 
its own search indexes, we can define schemas for them and keep the size 
in control. The OSA application utilizes Solr’s faceting component which 
divides search results into categories and shows their final numbers. The 
metadata fields for faceted search are configurable in the OSA application. 
Solr with the Voikko plugin - available in GitHub by the National Library’s 
KDK project - brings more usability enabling natural language search, spell 
checking and grammar checking, for Finnish.

Databases

The OSA application as well as Fedora requires a relational database to store 
data related to certain application functionalities. We selected MariaDB, a 
community driven, open source database management system, for that pur-
pose. MariaDB is a successor of MySQL, nowadays owned by Oracle. The 
OSA application uses MariaDB to store simple information in a database 
containing a few tables.

For more complex and large datasets, we installed MongoDB. It is a popular 
NoSQL document database that supports the storage of documents in the 
JSON, CSV, or TSV format (The MongoDB 2.6 Manual, 2014). MongoDB 
offers both a free community version and a paid-for enterprise version. Mon-
goDB turned out to be a convenient place to store diverse forms of metadata 
of digital objects. It stores different kinds of metadata groups in the same col-
lection providing an index on any attribute.
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OpenLDAP

OpenLDAP software is an open source implementation of Lightweight Di-
rectory Access Protocol (OpenLDAP, 2013). It provides directory services 
for user authentication and role based access control (RBAC). According to 
Sandhu, Ferraiolo, and Kuhn (2000) the basic concept of RBAC is that per-
missions are assigned to roles, users are assigned to roles and users acquire 
permissions by being members of roles.

The OSA application’s role determines a set of permissions that users, assigned 
to that role, are allowed to perform. The permission defines an access right 
to the collection and an access right level to the content. The access right 
level defines the functions that can be performed, such as capability to read 
or modify or delete metadata and/or digital records. It is possible to define a 
specific publicity level, such as public, confidential, restricted, for the permis-
sion which implies that all the digital records with lower publicity level are 
available. Users who have permission to manage roles in organizations can 
create roles for various purposes. Many roles can be assigned to one user and 
one role may have several permissions. RBAC ensures that data is accessible 
and reusable to both the information professionals and the consumers at an 
appropriate permission level.

Workflow engine

The archiving processes of digital documents are likely to be automatized 
whenever it is appropriate. Automated processes were carried out by utiliz-
ing a workflow engine that has been developed as a bachelor thesis in the 
OSA project. The workflow engine supports microservice architecture where 
processes are modeled as actions, called microservices, and combined into 
workflows (Kurhinen, H., Lampi, M., 2014). Workflows are configured in an 
XML-based configuration file. New services are easy to create and to combine 
to workflows without having to modify the workflow engine itself.

We created a set of micro services for pre-ingest workflow and ingest work-
flow. We also provided a user interface where users can ingest several files at 
the same time and the whole content will be handled in the same way during 
the ingest process. The pre-ingest workflow covers tasks such as virus check-
ing, technical metadata capturing, checksum checking, and preview genera-
tion. The ingest workflow finally uploads digital objects to the archive. We 
designed a feature to trigger workflows automatically, when files are uploaded 
onto a certain directory. Still, there is a possibility to start workflows manually.
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OSA development methods 

The OSA project applied agile software development methods. According to 
Abbas, Gravell and Wills (2008) a development method is agile, when it is 
adaptive (welcomes the change and responds to feedback), iterative and in-
cremental (software is developed in several iterations), and people-oriented 
(prefers communication within the team and with the customer). Agile devel-
opment helped us to build the working software containing the most desired 
functionalities. The system requirements were already available. The previous 
Capture project produced the functional requirement specification for a mod-
ern archiving system (Alm, O. & Strömberg, J., 2013). Small features were 
selected for design, implement and test. In this way, we were able to respond 
to the feedback quickly by building features one small piece at the time. 

Project partners’ role

Project partners were involved to test the OSA application at a very early 
stage. The proto of the OSA application was available on a web site. We cre-
ated organizations and usernames for the project partners for testing pur-
poses and published new versions of the OSA application regularly giving the 
project partners a chance to evaluate the new features. The possibility to send 
feedback was made as easy as possible. Customers were able to provide feed-
back for the application and testing results by clicking the send feedback link 
in the OSA application. All reported bugs and improvement ideas were up-
dated into a bug tracking system, called Mantis Bug Tracker, where they were 
prioritized against new features. In order to improve communication we had 
several feedback meetings, mostly with ELKA’s (Central Archives for Finnish 
business records) records managers and other specialists who had been testing 
the OSA application. 

All in all, gathering customer feedback throughout the project enabled our 
efficient software development. Feedback helped us to prioritize some features 
and to improve the usability of the OSA application. It was also a benefit that 
the application was tested with real-world customer data instead of unilateral 
test data generated by software developers.

Conclusions

Choosing the agile project management methodologies for this project turned 
out to be a suitable way of implementing the OSA application. Feedback from 
customers was included flexibly in the development process. In this way, we 
were able to concentrate on the features that were the most important to the 
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customers. When developing a persistent digital archive, there is a need for 
sustainable software development as well. We relied on selecting open source 
components that are developed by active communities, so that the continu-
ing development and support should be guaranteed. The lack of documenta-
tion or outdated documentation especially concerning some installation and 
configuration instructions was a disadvantage. However many of the com-
munities provide mailing lists that are good for information exchange. Our 
ambition is that there will be a community of OSA users that continue the 
work done in this project. 
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Archival UI – an old relic or 
modern and novel?
Anssi Jääskeläinen

Participatory design methods and novel techniques are utilized as a part of 
designing information technology solutions for everyday life. However, when 
focusing on the archival field things are, frankly speaking, vice versa. Informa-
tion technology is used to transfer the analog world into the digital world as 
it is. This article focuses on the digital archive user experience from the UX 
professional point of view. Still, the presence of the paper archives as well 
as the influence of the paper archive users is strong. It is not uncommon to 
encounter a new digital archive that is used by browsing through a hierarchi-
cal tree. The problem, however, is not the actual system or its design, it is the 
users. While the paper-generation users don’t see anything wrong in browsing 
a hierarchical tree or filling in paper-like metadata forms, the IT generation 
users are likely to start laughing at such a system or bursting into tears. There 
is a huge contradiction between the requirements of these user groups. This 
article is about the ongoing work around bringing these groups and their 
requirements closer to each other by utilizing relic as well as novel methods in 
finding the happy medium. The ultimate intention has been, and still is, to 
provide the best possible user experience (UX) for the users of digital archives 
in spite of their old habits. The work behind this article has been partially 
conducted by a bachelor thesis writer Tytti Vuorikari who currently works for 
a company called AIE design.

Introduction

Countless number of electronic devices, applications or online services have 
flopped due to various reasons. These might include, but are not limited to, 
defective operation, missing support, usability issues, a fuzzy user interface 
(UI), illogical workflow or general bad user experience (Cooper 2004). One 
of the most well-known examples is Windows Vista which was loaded with 
new functionality and candy UI features, such as Aero. Still, it only received 
the status of being hated among its users. Undoubtedly, Vista had a lot of 
technical and usability issues, but still the biggest problem from the authors’ 
point of view was its difference to the de-facto standard of that time, Win-
dows XP.
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Resistance to change is something that needs to be taken into account when 
something new is pushed into a traditional field, such as archives. While from 
the theoretical UX point of view the change might be excellent, the traditional 
end users might still hate it due to their different habits and viewpoints. 

The key of the research done in the OSA project with the aid from other ex-
perts has been in the rapid and agile development methods and in thorough 
consideration of user requirements and wishes. This work has been going on 
successfully around digital archives for more than ten years now. 

The starting point situation was, however, simpler than in the traditional ar-
chives, since the burden of the paper archives was already gone. However, gen-
erally speaking the transition from paper to digital is far from being straight-
forward. Some of the clients of our archive service have taken the journey 
from the analog archive to the digital one, and this is where we participated in 
the process. The transition is carried out in cooperation with paper-generation 
users, IT generation users, designers and developers with the help of a UX 
professional. 

The rest of this article describes some of the methodologies that have been 
used to enhance the user experience of our digital archive solution. For exam-
ple, a new core version of digital archive UI has been designed and developed 
by utilizing these modern and novel methods.

uX in the traditional field

Participatory design methodologies, User Centered Design (UCD), personas, 
interaction design, the honeycomb model, user experience lifecycle, etc. are 
just some of the available procedures for enhancing the end user experience 
(Lowdermilk 2013). These are used every day for example in modern IT, 
software, electronic and vehicle development. Digital archiving business is a 
very dedicated area, although it is based on information technology. Roughly 
speaking, when dedication towards a certain operational area increases, more 
IT vendor oriented the solution will be. This is due to lack of competition 
which leads to a vendor monopoly situation and the powerlessness of the cus-
tomers. One of the most illustrative examples is the library section in Finland 
where only one software vendor has existed until very recent times.

When simplified enough, any digital archive is based on a technical backend 
and an end user frontend. Technical backend such as a storage center, tape 
library and service management are controlled by the IT administrator. These 
backend control interfaces and their functionalities are not meant to be used 
by the end users, who are bound to use the client interface provided. 
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Developing an archival client interface with archival controls including, pre-
ingest, ingest, preservation, access, and delivery are IT dependent tasks into 
which we have been placing our development efforts. The intention has been 
to develop our client interface as user-friendly as possible, even though there 
hasn’t been any considerable competition in the field. Now this work con-
ducted has been starting to pay off, since the competition is starting to get 
stronger mainly due to public clouds. These clouds, including even Facebook, 
are often considered by average Joes as safe places for storing information. 
This is happening especially among the younger generation. While Facebook 
or Google Drive can be regularly backed up places for storing information, 
they are still far away from being true digital archives. 

Basic platform or personalized environment

The technological backend and the core of the client interface are the same for 
all clients and users. However, the design has always been modular so that it 
can easily be extended or personalized according to clients’ requirements. The 
normal procedure with clients has always been the following: Before the serv-
ice agreement the client is met and their requirements, needs and wishes are 
recorded in an agreement. Before the start-up situation it is checked together 
with the client that the agreement terms and requirements are met. A direct 
feedback channel between the client and development team is also active dur-
ing the customership. 

During the past few years, we have tried to take one step further to offer 
even more tangible digital archive user experience to the clients in spite of 
their background. This has been done by utilizing different service design 
methods such as service concepts, customer profiling and service blueprints 
in designing the next archival client interface release. Through these methods 
we intended to receive answers to questions such as: How do users process 
information? What kind of work do users do, and how and why do they do 
it? What information is relevant and what is not? Do all users have the same 
needs? Attention was especially paid to rationalizing the different user needs 
and user workflows. Users were also empowered by letting them participate in 
the research and development process. For example, they had an opportunity 
to conceptualize their own tools with a co-creation method. The next subsec-
tions will introduce the most utilized methods.

Survey

A survey that formed the basis for this work was conducted in 2012 and the 
results were published in a conference (Jääskeläinen 2012). The survey was 
about collecting user data from archival users to be able to model the true ar-
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chival user experience. The survey had a total of 42 respondents from the dif-
ferent areas of digital and analog archives. Ease of use, information retrieval, 
information reliability, system stability and the speed of the search were found 
to be the most important features in a digital archive, while for example, the 
aesthetics of the UI was not found to be an issue. 

This is something that modern IT generation users won’t understand: How 
is it even possible to do work with a UI that is illogical, mainly text-based, 
doesn’t support Copy and Paste and contains no Undo functionality, just 
to mention few examples? When the results from of survey were compared 
against another survey that was conducted among university students and 
UX professionals, the differences were notable (Jääskeläinen 2012 and 2013). 
This is one of the reasons why these novel methods were brought to the field 
of digital archiving as well.

Shadowing with interviews

Shadowing is commonly used when something that already exists needs some 
development. This ethnographic method offers detailed information about 
the interaction process between the user and the task, whether analog or dig-
ital. By utilizing the shadowing method with the users of analog archives their 
operational models and habitual ways can be uncovered, which can then be 
modeled as a digital workflow. In general, shadowing provides information 
about different usage and behavioral patterns between the user and the target 
(Stickdorn and Schneider 2012). Together with the interviews, shadowing al-
lowed us to create user profiles and design drivers that have been very helpful 
in creating the design and functionality for the new archival control UI. Fur-
thermore, shadowing gave us good starting points for designing the transition 
process from the analog to digital archives.

The shadowing method revealed the behavioral patterns of users, but to find 
out why users behaved how they did during the shadowing, focused inter-
views were utilized. The basis for the interviews was a core set of questions 
which were enhanced with additional questions in case the interviewed had 
something to add. A total of six people were interviewed during this phase of 
the development work. The basic problem with the interviews is the Haw-
thorne effect described by Jones (1992), which basically means that the be-
haviors of the interviewed persons change to meet the expectations of the 
interviewer. The possibility of this effect was minimized by making the in-
terview situation as “uninterviewlike” as possible. The interview process was 
continuous throughout the shadowing day and did not start until the subject 
of the shadowing seemed to be comfortable with the ongoing situation. This 
way, the true needs, desires, points of view and the motivations of the users 
were discovered.
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Personas and other methods utilized

Information gathered from the shadowing and interviews were utilized in 
producing user profiles which were then visualized with the personas method. 
Personas are realistic snapshots of the possible end users and helpful for de-
velopers to recognize why something has to be done in a certain way, and 
in communication with the end user via persona (Cooper 2004). From the 
information gathered, five different personas with user profiles were created 
and utilized. One of these personas is presented as a persona card in Picture 1. 
The persona card is in the Finnish language, but its purpose is to only give an 
idea of how personas are built.

PICTURE 1. An example of a persona card by Tytti Vuorikari

User profiles were utilized further in generating a written service story on how 
different users are using the service. The stories created were then used as a 
basis for the service blueprint which is a visualization model of the service in 
a chronological order. Finally, a simple UX expert evaluation has been car-
ried out throughout the development, and suggestions were delivered to the 
developers. 
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results and conclusions

All of the described methods have been utilized, and the results gained are 
currently used in the development of the next major release of our archival 
control system, which is solely based on open source. The beta version of the 
archival control UI has been released and it can be accessed via the address 
osa.mamk.fi. The end user functionality is based on Google-like search and 
on faceted focusing on the search results. 

However, for the sake of paper generation users, a possibility to browse the 
tree structure has been maintained in the archive. Many features which were 
identified as important by archive users, such as a basket and advanced tree 
structure browsing, were also included in the release. With the feedback from 
the current beta testers, who are also clients of the present system, the new 
control UI and its functionality will be further developed. By the end of this 
year, a modern and novel production release should be launched.
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Open Source in mamk’s IT 
education
Paula Siitonen & Matti Juutilainen

Background 

Education has been digitized like any other field of industry. Nowadays we 
talk about online learning or elearning or even MOOCs. In online learning 
study materials are available in digital form, students receive guidance via the 
internet, course participants can discuss the topics in virtual meeting rooms 
and so on. Students are allowed to learn in some other place than in a school 
building. They stay at home doing exercises, carry out their practical training 
at work or gather together with schoolmates to study collaboratively.  Stu-
dents can use the internet for searching information and web meeting tools 
for discussing matters with teachers or fellow students remotely. They can 
submit their exercises to teachers via internet tools. All this requires different 
kinds of ICT tools: connections, applications and devices. 

In Finland the Ministry of Education finances the education. In addition, 
not even universities are allowed to collect any fees from students studying to 
complete a full degree.  Even students coming from abroad can study without 
fees in Finland. Because the financial situation is becoming more challenging 
in Finland, too, the Ministry of Education is reducing the funding for univer-
sities. In consequence, cheaper ways have to be found to provide education of 
good quality more efficiently and by saving in expenses. One possibility where 
costs can be reduced is information technology. Although it seems that there 
is need for even more technical solutions, savings can be achieved through 
finding and choosing the cheaper ones, for example, alternatives that base on 
open source.

This article aims at discussing such cheaper, open source, alternatives from the 
viewpoint of IT education and especially Mamk, ie Mikkeli University of Ap-
plied Sciences. In addition, it introduces how the soon ending project called 
OSA (Open Source Archive) where Mamk played a major role, was related 
to teaching within Mamk’s degree programme of Information technology. 
The article first briefly introduces current topics involving open source and 
education. These include MOOC, open source, open application program-
ming interface and open data. After that follows a short description of Mamk 
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as an institution and open source user in the field of IT education. The last 
part concentrates on the experiences of lecturer Matti Juutilainen who mainly 
participated in the OSA project as a teacher, and describes below how he 
has used the open source approach in teaching, and how his students were 
involved in OSA.

Current topics of education and open source

Starting with MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) it is quite a new mod-
el of learning online. MOOC is an online learning course where hundreds 
of students self-organize their participation. These courses are often free of 
charge and there are no prerequisites. Several universities around the world 
have delivered their own MOOCs especially due to the possibilities to lower 
the expenses, perhaps even at the cost of risking the quality of education. Even 
a couple of Finnish universities offer some MOOCs. Among others, Yan and 
Powell (2013) have written about the phenomena of MOOC and the trends 
towards greater openness in higher education as well as its implications for 
educational institutions.

When turning to discuss open source software, it is usually understood as 
software of free charge, including source code. This simple description gives a 
good overview, but there is a detailed definition made by Open Source Initia-
tive which outlines the precise criteria the open source software must meet. 
The criteria address distribution terms and modification, for instance. (Open 
Source Initiation, 2014).

Open source is more of a style of developing and modifying applications. 
Anyone can use, copy, modify and distribute open source applications with-
out license fees. According to its definition it is possible to choose applications 
freely, so that the decision is not dependent on certain operating systems or 
technologies. Open source is based on the idea that also new versions of open 
source software are available. Open source software is developed in most cases 
in developing communities where bugs are found and repairs made faster. 
That makes open source applications more reliable and of higher quality.

Moving on to open application programming interfaces, there are numer-
ous applications already made for some specific purpose. It would save some 
money, if it would be possible to reuse some applications as parts of other 
information systems. To make this happen, software has to be able to com-
municate with other software. Also hardware has to be easy to connect with 
other hardware. Open application programming interface (OAPI) means that 
applications can interact with each other, they can change data or send re-
quests to each other. Especially public administration has begun to demand 
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that information systems should provide open interfaces (API Suomi, 2014 
& National Land Survey of Finland, 2014). A further advantage of OAPIs is 
that applications based on them do not need to be open source applications 
and the data transferred between this kinds of applications does not need to 
be open data.

To finish this first part of the article with open data, the Open Knowledge 
Foundation Network (OKFN) has been founded to promote openness 
(Open Knowledge Foundation, 2014). Open data is data that is available and 
accessible. It should be downloadable over the internet and in a convenient 
and usable form. Open data is reusable and has to be modifiable and mixable 
with other data sets. 

Public administration in Finland has actively promoted operations contribut-
ing to openness. The Open Data Programme, led by the Ministry of Finance, 
focuses on eliminating obstacles that prevent the use and reuse of public data 
and on helping public administration to make data available (Ministry of 
Finance, 2014). In addition, for example the city of Helsinki has opened data 
for the free use of citizens (Helsinki Region Infoshare, 2014), and so has the 
National Land Survey in Finland (NLS). There is a self-service for loading 
maps on the NLS website. There are also services available for accessing some 
restricted set of data from the NLS servers by specific spatial data applications 
(National Land Survey of Finland, 2014). From the viewpoint of public ad-
ministration, the target in opening data for use is to make the new innovative 
open data services to serve the citizens better.

IT Education and open source at Mamk

When continuing to introduce Mamk, Mikkeli University of Applied Sci-
ences, it provides education in seven fields of study. There are two campuses, 
one in Mikkeli and one in Savonlinna. Although there are still lessons in 
classrooms, more and more learning takes place remotely, too, at home or at 
work, for instance. Learning that is independent of time or place has been on 
the increase for a couple of years.  

Mamk provides two degree programmes that concentrate on ICT contents: 
The degree programme of Information technology focuses on network tech-
nologies, hardware and software engineering with some media content. The 
programme is concerned with data security and maintaining and upgrading 
server systems. Also some programming is included in the compulsory stud-
ies. The objective of this degree programme is to educate innovators for the 
future internet. The degree programme of Business Information Technology, 
in turn, concentrates more or less on programming. The objective is to learn 
how to make customer-tailored applications with modern and appropriate 
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programming environments and technologies. The main idea of both degree 
programmes is that students concentrate on certain skills thoroughly rather 
than on learning the overall basics of several principles, theories and technolo-
gies.

Mamk’s online studies are supported by the browser-based Moodle online 
learning environment. Moodle was chosen because it provided an open in-
terface with a low price, was widely used among universities and because of 
the maintenance services available. Although it is an open source application, 
there are support services available.  

Although Mamk uses quite a lot of open source software in its IT education, 
this does not mean that Mamk would be committed to open source only. 
Instead, open source is the alternative chosen when it suits the purpose best. 
For example, databases are studied completely with the open source database 
MySQL and the first programming language is the open source programming 
language PHP. Another open source programming language, Java, is a natural 
continuation and used to learn programming techniques more thoroughly. In 
mobile programming Android techniques are used, and there are Linux-based 
systems available among operating systems. In addition to the open source 
applications and tools already listed, Mamk has quite low-priced university 
licenses for Microsoft applications. There is a set of operating systems avail-
able, office applications, programming languages and database systems, also 
for students. That is why these commercial tools are quite widely used among 
students and teachers as well, especially among non-experts in ICT.  

To end this section and to move on to the article’s last part, ie Matti Juu-
tilainen’s experiences, it is worth highlighting that Mamk is quite an active 
player in the field of RDI as well. Especially long-term preservation, filing, 
data management and recording systems have been under research. The latest 
activities have related to open source tools in the long-term preservation and 
data management developed in the OSA project. This project has been sig-
nificant in many respects. One of the most remarkable advantages is that the 
researchers and teachers participating in the project have had the opportunity 
to become more thoroughly familiar with open source applications. And, we 
should not forget the students either. They benefited from the project as well, 
as Matti concludes below.

Experiences of open source and OSA by lecturer 
Matti Juutilainen

As already introduced above, I participated in the OSA project mainly in the 
role of a teacher. I also participated in some practical tasks in the project, such 
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as in configuring the Blade cluster with CentOS and OpenNebula with the 
Sunstone user interface. But most of the time I concentrated on linking the 
project with the courses and students at Mamk where I teach courses related 
to PC computer technology, operating systems, networking technologies and 
enterprise server environments. Participating in the OSA project provided 
me with new ideas that I have been able to use especially in my server related 
courses. Additionally, I collected numerous useful topics for exercises, labs, 
homework assignments, student projects and bachelor’s theses.

Using the open source approach in teaching has given many benefits for me. 
As no financial investment is needed, we can freely evaluate and use different 
open source tools. For example, there are several widely used Linux operat-
ing system distributions to select from, and they can be used to demonstrate 
students what really happens behind the scenes on the operating system and 
application levels. The inner workings of the operating system and the tools 
are not hidden, as is the case with commercial options.

Although Linux is quite rare in desktop use, I have found it useful to teach 
students the basic ideas of its usage and shell already starting from their first 
year of studies. That gives a good background for their later studies, as for 
example, the command line interface of Cisco’s networking device closely re-
sembles the Linux shell interface. During the third year studies we reach the 
enterprise server environment where Linux is extensively used.

The OSA project has provided me with a valuable opportunity to update and 
extend my knowledge of some open source related topics, especially archiv-
ing solutions and long-term storage of information. As a teacher I have been 
able to link the project work and my teaching together. Through the project I 
have got numerous practical examples that I can share with my students. The 
project has been a good source of new ideas and experiences to be utilized in 
my courses. Digital archiving and long-term storage are very timely topics in 
the Mikkeli region and teaching these topics to our students may help some 
of them to actually to get employed by some local companies.

There are many specific challenges in the long-term preservation of digital 
information, especially with large amounts of data. These challenges include 
being independent of commercial players that may not meet the demands 
in the long run. Technically speaking, the challenges result for example from 
the redundancy and capacity requirements of the environment, such as the 
clustering of servers and using an external storage for large-scale databases, as 
well as from the software requirements, such as open file formats that can be 
converted to some other format when needed. I have found that many open 
source archiving tools and platforms are currently under rapid development, 
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which makes them a challenge to utilize as updates come frequently and new 
features are added constantly. Also documentation commonly lags a couple of 
steps behind, which makes the installation and configuration process tricky.

During the environment and development tasks of the OSA project we also 
identified many possible topics for our students of the international degree 
program of Information technology. Most topics were suitable for bachelor’s 
theses (15 ECTS credits) or for smaller project studies (5 ECTS credits), as 
we usually could control the amount of work by including or excluding topics 
to work with. These topics related, for example, to studying NoSQL database 
solutions and measuring their performance in a clustered environment and 
selecting a suitable NoSQL implementation based on the requirements of 
the OSA project. Further topic examples included researching the options 
to migrate virtual machines from other virtualization platforms to the Linux 
KVM, studying high-performance clustering techniques in Linux, unrestrict-
ed streaming techniques that allow the real-time conversion of data from the 
archive format to a more suitable format for the end user and so on.

For newcomers, such as my students, these project topics proved to be very 
demanding. The environment itself caused the first challenge, as the students 
needed to connect to the servers remotely over a VPN connection and the 
starting point was a fresh installation of CentOS Linux in a virtual machine. 
The first part was to get familiar with the environment and possibly to de-
ploy more virtual machines, and the second part was to start to configure 
them as a cluster. Additionally, the students did not have very much previous 
knowledge on the specific project topic, for example the NoSQL databases, 
and they needed to get familiar with the topic itself before they could actually 
come up with any background requirements for the server/operating system 
configurations.

Although I have been teaching students server hardware and software relat-
ed technologies as well as Windows and Linux server administration, they 
seemed to be quite overwhelmed, when they needed to start working in a 
real environment with quite an abstract definition of the goals, rather than 
exact, step-by-step instructions for what to do and where. In practice, the 
projects required the students to start Googling around to gain knowledge of 
the topic, then to be able to select − maybe after evaluation − the best option 
to use in the implementation and then to follow the documents found in the 
internet to actually make the configurations work.

We clearly found out during the projects that the documentation for many 
archiving-related open source tools lags behind the development. This is most 
probably because the tools are not widely used, and the number of develop-
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ers is rather small. Additionally, the development pace is fast and the features 
are constantly updated. Because of this, it was challenging for the students 
to follow the documentation as the latest software versions required different 
configurations compared with the documentation.

Still, despite the fact that the project topics were demanding for the students, 
the projects gave them a good insight on the current demands of working life 
in that particular field. Participating in a timely topic and making demand-
ing configurations with inadequate instructions required the students to chal-
lenge their current knowledge and to learn the topic more deeply as success-
fully completing the configurations required understanding of the underlying 
platform.

The project work can be recognised as a valuable experience in the students’ 
resumes. It can later help them to find a job in the IT field. As academic work 
is usually public, the student reports may also help others to gain ideas and ex-
periences on the topic, or to find help when facing a problem. One potential 
outcome of the student projects is also real contribution to the current open 
source development by reporting − and even fixing − errors in the current 
implementation, adding patches to improve or increase functionality and by 
helping to improve the documentation.
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Open movement – 
a megatrend of our time
Noora Talsi & Mikko Lampi

Opening up the society

Openness is one of the megatrends of our time. Governments, educational 
organizations and businesses face new challenges when societies are moving 
towards openness and transparency. Opening data and joining the move-
ment of open knowledge require especially changes in attitudes and ways of 
thinking. In a democratic society citizens and non-governmental organiza-
tions are entitled to know what their government is doing. To do that, they 
must be able to freely access governmental data and information and to 
share this information with other citizens. (Open Data Handbook 2012.) 

Digitalization is a tool for openness and for sharing the information about 
open data and how to access it. The scale of openness is larger than ever 
before. The public discussion and hype around the open movement some-
times forget that most of the data that has now become open and available 
has actually always been open. Only the access has been the much more 
limited than now.  Being able to get information about public announce-
ments and decision-making has so far required citizens’ active interest and 
effort. Now the data is available regardless of time and place. Open data is 
not enough, if no one can find it. Therefore, the definition of the term open 
data nowadays also conveys the meaning that data is not only open, but 
accessible as well. 

Making data accessible and usable requires good software development and 
digital services. Making lists of opened data in a PDF format and publishing 
them on the government’s website is of course open and accessible data, but 
it is not usable. Finding, understanding and being able to use information is 
important for citizens. Citizens’ and the nation’s collective memory is stored 
in archives. Still, data storage is not an archive – even though it may seem 
like one for average customers. Cloud services providing free storage space 
for customers have made storing information easier than ever before. As 
Anssi Jääskeläinen (2014) wrote earlier in this publication: “These clouds, 
including even Facebook, are often considered by average Joes as safe places 
for storing information. This is happening especially among the younger 
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generation. While Facebook or Google Drive can be regularly backed up 
places for storing information, they are still far away from being true digital 
archives”. 

It is quite obvious that opening and digitalizing great amounts of data face 
us with new challenges of information management. Saving information is 
easy, but it is much more difficult to understand the value of the data and 
to place it into a right context. Information management should cover the 
whole life cycle of information. When producing new data the ultimate 
question should be: How is the information managed, preserved and finally 
destroyed? Digital archiving gives us possibilities for reliable preservation, 
management, migration and for destroying information. The world is de-
pending more on correct and high-quality information than ever before, 
which also emphasizes the role digital archiving. 

The Finnish government has committed to open data and the six biggest 
cities in Finland have created a network devoted to open the data that they 
produce. This is remarkable for the civil society, democracy and the citizen 
contribution to decision-making. By opening up data, citizens are enabled 
to be much more directly informed and involved in decision-making. One 
of the key values of open data is transparency.  Transparency is not only 
about accessing the original information, it is also about sharing and reusing 
it. For citizens transparency also means the right for reading and contribut-
ing to the decisions that local or national authorities are making.  (Open 
Data Handbook 2012.)

Citizens have more opportunities to influence their social surroundings and 
the society than ever before. Citizens also have more tools to manage the 
information about themselves, and above all, more ways to know what in-
formation have been gathered about themselves and by whom. My Data is 
a movement towards human-oriented management of personal data. In the 
center of the My Data movement are the individuals who have the right to 
access and to obtain the personal data concerning themselves. (Poikola et 
al. 2014.)  

Open data as an opportunity for business and educa-
tion

A transparent and democratic society for citizens is one side of the open data 
movement, the other side is the opportunities for business. Opening data 
provides a significant way of creating new business: software, applications as 
well as services. Open data as a business opportunity becomes obvious when 
comparing the weather data and the related business in different continents. 
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In the US weather is three times bigger business than in the EU. The US 
weather data have had open access policy for decades. Most of the publicly 
funded weather data is available inexpensively and as widely as possible, whe-
reas European weather data has had national monopolies to control the data 
to recover the costs of its collection and creation. As a result, most of the 
weather data is chargeable, and related business by third parties is practically 
impossible. (Turtiainen 2014.)

Archives and other memory organizations store remarkable and valuable con-
tents in either analog or digital form. In future, technological advancements 
and better knowledge of opening data enable the large scale utilization of 
archival materials. However, there are a lot of questions, such as privacy and 
copyright, to take into consideration. Not all materials can be published and 
opened as such. Memory organizations are in a way forerunners in long-term 
information management and in making information available. The availa-
bility of archived materials could be very useful and valuable for business, 
decision-making, travel, culture and history. Finding and accessing informati-
on is essential in using digital contents, as Mikko Lampi and Aki Lassila wrote 
in their article on the benefits and requirements of harmonization of digital 
contents.

The demands of open data and knowledge and its digital distribution have 
reached educational organizations as well, as Matti Juutinen and Paula Sii-
tonen introduced earlier in their article about education at Mamk. MOOCs 
– Massive Open Online Courses – have quickly spread globally and the dis-
cussion around MOOCs has also started in Finland. At the same, the role of 
teachers or lecturers has been re-evaluated. In online teaching the lecturer is 
no longer a teacher in the traditional sense, but more of a facilitator of lear-
ning – someone who makes the learning experience possible. The other big 
issue around MOOCs is the openness itself. The MOOC movement, origi-
nated in the Ivy League universities, follows the principles of open access and 
freedom. However, the context of expensive private universities in the US is 
just totally different from the free public universities and universities of app-
lied sciences in Finland. The democracy and equal rights to higher education 
that MOOCs have made possible in the US have always been the key value 
in the Finnish higher education. In Finland higher education is seen as a civil 
right that everyone should be able to access regardless of wealth. And what 
comes to the US, it has been estimated that 80 per cent of the students who 
have completed MOOCs are already enrolled in universities. In other words, 
the MOOCs have tempted only few new students. (Hiidenmaa 2013.) 
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Besides teaching, the other important question related to openness in univer-
sities and universities of applied sciences is publishing. The results of scientific 
research that is publicly funded have been traditionally published in esteemed 
scientific journals with limited access. The latest scientific information is ac-
cessible only for the university elite. The movement of open access publishing 
has been created as a counter force by individualists and open-minded resear-
chers. Our principle with this publication was to publish it online and as an 
open access volume.

Open source is about freedom of information: most commonly understood 
as access to software’s source code, but it is also about the freedom of speech 
applied to software (See Open Source Initiative). In the Open Source Archive 
(OSA) project it was recognized that building a sustainable digital archive 
software is possible only with open software. Open movement on a global sca-
le has confirmed this decision. Memory organizations such as the Library of 
Congress of the United States have adopted open source as a replacement for 
proprietary solutions. Furthermore, the public sector is moving towards open 
information systems. A prime example is the National Data Exchange Layer 
which is based on the Estonian X-Road, released as open source. Open source 
based information systems and software are independent of vendor lock-ins, 
specific technologies and proprietary components. These are essential criteria 
when building e.g. digital archives which need to last for decades or for cen-
turies. However, open source in itself is not a silver bullet. It enables a shared 
and transparent ecosystem, but requires knowledge and continuous effort. 

The article of Osmo Palonen described above the three periods of digital ar-
chiving at Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences this far. We are proud to 
add the next, the fourth chapter. Our aim is to establish a research center for 
digital information management at Mamk in 2015. The center will focus on 
the applied research on digital preservation and information management. 
Openness is a key value of our new research center, too. 

So why should we care so much about openness? Simply because the alterna-
tive is quite scary. The world without access to data and knowledge does not 
support transparency, democracy or civil rights. A society where all the infor-
mation is in the hands of few does not work well and is not a good environ-
ment for people, business nor organizations. That is why, openness is impor-
tant also for those who do not have a special interest in the open knowledge 
movement, not to mention open source coding. Valuable information such 
as cultural history and a nation’s memory need to be stored in trustworthy 
systems, be it a digital archive or something else. Trust is created by openness, 
transparency and independence.
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